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Student wage hike?
Senate votes 9-0 to increase pay
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
News Editor
The Kenyon campus Senate
voted unanimously at its meeting
yesterday 10 recommend to the
college that the minimum wage
paid to all student workers be
raised.
The 35 cent increase in the
minimum hourly wage, from $5.15
to $5.50, would go into effect only
for the 2001-2002 school year.
According to Sara Bumsted '01,
the chair of the Senate subcornmit-
tee on student wages, the increase
is a temporary measure meant to
lead 10 an institution of a tiered
wage system, in which students
with special job skills are paid
more. The across-the-board in-
crease will cost the college an ad-
ditional $19,135, according to the
committee's calculations.
Senate is only authorized to
recommend the wage increase to
the administrators who deal with
budget requests from the various
departments and administrative
offices. The board of trustees usu-
Phi Kap honor code
Fraternity drafting behavior document
BY TARYN MYERS
Staff Reporter
The brothers of the Theta
Chapterofthe Phi KappaSigma fra-
ternity recently began work on an
honor code. Thiscode, basedon one
drafted at an international confer-
ence over the summer, will lay out
a set of behavioral guidelines forthe
members of the fraternity, though it
does not include punishments for in-
discretions.
According to their website,
"Kenyon's Theta Chapter was
founded in 1l)37 by the men of the
Zeta Alpha Society. Since then,
Theta chapter has continued to up-
hold the high standards and tradi-
tional values held by Kenyon Col-
lege and by Phi Kappa Sigma Inter-
national Fraternity."
In accordance with this, Phi
KapThom Guillou '03 devised the
idea of creating a code specifically
for the Kenyon chapter. "I came up
with the [idea of creating our own)
honor code a few months ago. I
started thinking about the problems
that people have with fraternities,
and the main one is that they get
away with anything. A fraternity is
a society in and of itself. Therefore,
I thought that, just like any other
society, they should have some kind
of sociaJ codes or laws to live by. J
simply thought it was a necessary
step in the ever-continuing progress
of the fraternity," says GuiJlou.
Winston Sale '02, president
of Phi Kappa Sigma at Kenyon,
explains the need to create a code
specifically for their chapter by
saying, "It is supposed to be a gen-
eral code of behavior or standards
that we would try to keep our-
selves as gentlemen and as stu-
dents ... We weren't. looking so
much for a set of rules as just
guidelines to live by, to teach and
to hold each other to. What we're
doing now is we're taking a copy
of the honor code from the one that
was created this summer, and
we're going to have that. We're
also going to derive from that and
probably do one of our own that's
more or less supplemental to it, as
these ideals apply to our chapter
at Kenyon, because there are a lot
of things that are
see HONOR CODE, page two
TONIGHT: Chance of showers
and possibly a thunderstorm
after midnight.
FRIDAY: Moslly cloudy with a
chance of showers. Hi in
the upper 60s.
SATURDAY: Mostly cloudy. High
in the lower 50s.
SUNDAY: Mostly sunny. High in
the mid SOs.
ESTABLISHED 1856
Rugby initiation busted
BY ERIC HARBERSON
Senior News Editor
fieers arrived at an "unregistered
party" thrown by the rugby teams
on the 1M field. The entire ordeal
lasted two hours from the time the
students started running until of-
ficers took statements from the
last person.
11 students were either
caught that night or gave state-
ments to security officers the next
day, said Dan Werner, director of
Safety and Security, who could
not give an estimate of the num-
ber of other participants in the il-
. legal gathering.
The members of the rugby
teams were on the 1M field that
night for the initiation and celebra-
tion of their new "rookies." The
initiation began with a scavenger
hunt and continued on the 1Mfield
with singing and alcohol con-
sumption. "The 21-year-olds
brought beer for themselves," said
Ludi Ghesquiere '02, captain of
the men's rugby team.
''There's a lot of subculture
with rugby," said Ghesquiere,
"songs are very important-and
they're usually pretty dirty."
Itwas during this singing that
Security and Safety Officer Todd
Bell approached on foot and no-
.ticed a large group of students run-
ning toward nearby cornfields and
athletic fields.
"He heard voices coming
from near the pine trees around the
Kokosfhg gap trail," said werner,
When the officer turned on his
flashlight and said "Security, stay
where y(J\Jare," they fled, Werner
said.
"It was like throwing a fire-
cracker at an anthill. They just
went in every direction." Some
leapt over a nearby fence. Three
see RUGBY.page{our
ally approves final budgets in the
spring.
The measure was carried 9-0
with some abstentions.
Many academic departments
, see WAGES, page three
Safety and Security officers
chased members of the men's and
women's rugby teams through the
intramural athletics field and the
surrounding cornfields and woods
late last Thursday night after of-
PRINCESSES AND SUPERSTARS
Chrissie Cowan
Two girls march with the Wiggen Street School parade, which has
become a Gambier tradition. The costume-donning children march
rhrough downtown Gambier every year on the Friday before
Halloween.
Smoking problem brought to Trustees
Discussion 'encouraged' among Oden, senate and students
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM While the Board "encour- in all campus residences are un-
Staff Reporter aged," discussion among President true, she said.
Robert Oden, the student body and According to the Self-Study
the student Senate concerning Report. a document published this
smoking on campus, the trustees summer as part of Kenyon's reac-
enacted no formal policies, accord- creditation process: "In Kenyon's
ing to Board Chair Cornelia class of 1999 alone, the propor-
Hallinan '76. Rumors that the tion of self-reported smokers
Board approved a ban on smoking see SMOKING, page five
The unusual tendency of stu-
dents to start smoking while at
Kenyon was Among topics dis-
cussed at the fall meeting of the
college's Board of Trustees lasr
weekend.
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Honor Code: 'gentlemanly' behavior necessary
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE Ifeel we have a serious draft, cussicn through the Beer and,. -..
different at Kenyon than other, . we'll present ilia the brothers at Sex program ion sexual assault Especially at"acampus lIke this, where
schools ... and making it apply a meeting, and they're going ~o earlier in the year, facilitated by everybody is extremely cliquey and the
better to our chapter. add and detract as they see fit, Shayla Myers '02 and Marc • •
"The international code cov- and we're going to talk about it. Miller '03. Says Sale of the dis- social groups are very well defined, It
ers things as broad as pride, or I And then once it's finalized,... cussion, "Marc Miller [partici- [throwing fraternity parties] helps people
think honor is actually one," Sale it's going to become part of paled in the program with]' .,
continues. "That's why I'm say. pledge education program." Shayla Myers and some other sort of look beyond that, I think. It s a part
ing that we wanted a more de- Guillousumsupthegoalsof people, and we were talking of our society and it would be foolish to try
tailed one that really applied to the code by saying, "[Our) honor about the education of the fra~.' ••• "
us better. For example, one of code is focused on more inter- ternity in general, and he was to either completely remove It or ignore it.
our focuses of our pledge edu- nal issues. What goes on behind like, 'Would you guys be inter- _ Phi Kap President Winston Sale '02
cation "program is to teach closed doors, as well as social ested in doing a section, since
gentleman-like behavior, and behavior in general. [It will be] we're talking' about this any. ~
while we have a curriculum for a way of regulating what kind of way?' And we were, and it was
that, we don't have one "golden behavior is not appropriate for a a pretty good experience. Iknow
rule" of gentleman behavior. gentleman." a lot of the guys went into it
Something we're going to work A major issue under consid- pretty skeptical of what we'd ac-
on trying to ... set the highest eration that is likely to be dis- tually be accomplishing. I can
possible impression of the frater- cussed further in the future is definitely say that everybody
nity upon others. Another thing that of the attitude of the broth- came out of it and had afleast
we're interested in ingraining ers towards women, in both pub- seriously thought about what we
into our mind-set in the honor lie and private. "One thing that had been discussing, whether or
. code is to always think of the fra- has been brought up and that we not they'd been like changed or
ternity before you act and ... have not discussed in great de- anything ... We're looking for
could you, as a Phi Kap, be seen . tail," says Sale, "is how we treat - other ways to sort of broaden our
doing these things, and people women, not only when they're horizons like that."
would make generalizations? around, but also when we dis- Myers was indeed im-
Think twice before you do cuss them amongst ourselves... pressed with the nature of the
things, that sort of thing." trying to be more maf~re' and discussion, saying, "Marc and I
The actual creation of the aware of how the vocabulary that did a session similar to the Beer
code for Kenyon has been under- we use amongst ourselves is also and Sex sexual assault session"
taken by Guillou and Sale with reflected in our actions towards except it was molded for
assistance from all of the mem- women', or it can be ... Your ac- upperclass students. Because I
bers of the fraternity. Said Sale, . tion is thinking, whether you had done the program before, I
"Right now, basically, the idea know it or not. If it is a part of was confident it would go over
is to get the code from national, your vocabulary, that means it's the same this time as it-did with
and then Thorn and 'l and some a part of your thought." other groups. Also, any group
other guys are just going to sort Relevant to this issue, the who is going to decide to give
of work from there. When we Phi Kaps participated in a dis- up part of their Sunday night to
talk about sexual assault obvi-
. ously takes the subject ver~ se-
riously ... it was apparent that
'they care a lot about issues of
sexual assault. The guys were
really attentive.during the exer-
cises, asked valid and tough
questions during the discussion,
and at the end, it seemed to me
that they took what Marc and (
said to heart. •
"Doing the session and talk-
ing to a room full of guys who
were so responsive about an ex-
tremely important issue was a
great experience for me person-
ally. I think that their thought-
fulness about the subject and
their responsiveness to the pro-
gram says a lot about the guys _
in the fraternity and the group as
a whole. A. huge part of any peer
education program is always
awareness-raising. Being invited
to do the session meant that part
was already taken care of. The
Phi Kaps showed that they are
already aware that sexual assault
happens at Kenyon. I don't know
where the members were going
into the discussion, in terms of
knowledge about sexual assault.
Based on their questions and the
Till VOl \(,1 RI (DIU>
October 25 - November 1, 2000
Oct. 27, 12:45 a.m. - Unregis-
tered party at athletic fields.
Oct. 27,3:20 a.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
Oct. 27, 9:09 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Bushnell
Hall.
Oct. 27, 11:25 p.m. - Vandalism,
broken window at the Craft Cen-
ter.
Oct. 28, 12:29 a.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Norton
Hall.
Oct. 28, i2:55 a.m. - Possession
of drugs and paraphernalia at
Mather Residence.
Ocr. 28, 1:45 a.m. - Vandalism,
broken ceiling tiles at Old
Kenyon.
Del. 28, 2:42 a.m. - Possession
of drugs and paraphernalia at
McBride Residence.
Oct. 28, 2:40 p.m. - Theft of bi-
cycle from outside Samuel
Mather.
o«. 29, 1:30 a.m.> Theft of items
from room in Old Kenyon.
Oct. 29, 1:59a.m.- Vehicieacci-
dent/underage consumption of-
alcohol.
Oct. 29, 4:02 a.m. - Report of sus-
picious person in Caples Resi-
dence. Officers did not find the
person.
Oct. 29, 2:Q8 a.m. - Vandalism,
broken window at Leonard Hall.
Oct. 29, 4:39 p.m. - Vandalism,
derogatory word spray painted
on room door at Mather Resi-
dence.
Oct. 29, 9:47 p.m. - Officers as-
sisted a student whose car. had
rolled over the hill at the Horwitz
parking lot. A tow truck was
called.
Oct 31, 9:37 p.m .• Vandalism,
walls spray painted at Hanna
Hall.
Nov. 1, 1:31 a.m. --Vandalism,
graffiti on walls at Gund Hall.
Nov. 1, 5:28 a.m. - Vandalism,
eggs thrown on windows at
Mather Residence.
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responses afterwards, I think
they have a good understanding
of what sexual assault is and the
consequences of it, not only
based on laws and policies, but
also on the effect it has on the
people involved," concluded
Myers.
As to the reasons why they
chose to undertake the session,
Guillou elaborates, saying, "The.
school has been spending the last
few years reforming social prob-
lems with sexual misconduct,
drinking, smoking and other so-
cial Issues, and I knew tfiat the
only way for these campaigns to
really affect the fraternities was
for the fraternities to involve
themselves and create their own
reformations. In fact, we had one
meeting with {Associate Dean of
Students] Cheryl Steele and
[sophomore senate representa-
tive] Jeff Bridges about the mis-
conduct policy, and then Shayla
Myers and Marc Miller did a
Beer & Sex presentation for us .
We are very serious about sexual
misconduct, and ~e want to be
always very alert to watch for it
at our parties."
The subject of parties is one
that raises much controversy and
suspicion from those who are not
members of the Phi Kaps. Al-
though the fraternity is declared
to be a dry one, it is a well-
known fact that the brothers
sometimes sponsor parties with
alcohol present, using the alias
"the Men of North Hannah."
In explanation of this appar-
ent incongruity, Sale says, "Yes,
we are a dry frat. This is kind of
confusing. A dry fraternity, in
our international definition of it,
is that there's no alcohol in our
chapter house or any fraternity
property. For. example, that's
why we throw our parties in the
lounge as the Men of North
Hannah instead of Phi Kappa
Sigma, because Phi Kappa
Sigma does~'t throw keg parties.
That's something we still enjoy
doing. We've had an excellent
safety record with security in
doing it, and we don't feel that
it's enough of a risk that we
should take that away from our
social lifestyle ... Actually, most
national fraternities Chatare still
around are all dry now. There
are very, very few exceptions to
the rule. Basically, they've
found that not only does it make
more sense from a safety stand-
point, it actually helps the cause
of brotherhood and what we're
really all about, which is the
sense of more family than
friendship.
"When we throw keg par-
ties," Sale continued, "it's for
the same reason everyone else
does-c-It's just to have a good
time, basically to meet people.
Unfortunately, alcohol is a very
serious crutch at Kenyon for a
lot of people. There are many
people who won't go to a party
unless there's alcohol there. It
would be nice to be able to
change that, or to make Kenyon
a better place in that sense, but
then again, what's the point of
throwing a party if no one is
going to show up? ... Especially
at a campus like this, where
everybody is extremely cliquey
and the social groups are very
well defined, it helps people
sort of look beyond that, Ithink.
It's a part of our society, and it
would be foolish to try to either
completely remove it or ignore
it."
The issue of alcohol at par-
ties will not be discussed within
the honor code, since the code
will be a set of guidelines for the
brothers to follow specifically
regarding behavior. Acccrdlng to
Sale, there will be no punish-
ments laid out within the text of
the code. Instead, it will merely
serve to strengthen the familial
bond between the brothers by re-
affinning the values upon which
their society is based. In confir-
mation of this, Sale said, "A fra-
ternity is ideally for the better-
ment of the brothers, in all as-
pects: academically, socially and
that's basically what we're aim-
ing for-a way to sort of just re-
inforce what we believe."
The Kenyon Collegian
For 144 years, we've been over the Hill
-Thursday, No¥ember 2, 2000---
I)Collegian---- _.-
The Co/itpt,. as it appeared November 8, 1950.
15 Years Ago, November 7, 1985, The-Academic Policy Com-
mittee and Physical Education Department of Kenyon College
agreed to offer physical education courses for credit beginning the
following semester. This ideQ.bad originally been suggested when
Ernst Center was constructed in 1982, and was most recently
debated the previous spring, when the faculty nearly added a
physical education requirement to the cirricolurn.
20 Years Ago" November 8-11, 1980, The Association of Episco-
pal Colleges (AEC) sponsored the visit of writer Madeleine
L' Engle to Kenyon's campus. L"Engle was chosen as the AEC's
first visiting fellow as much for her theological writings as for ber
widely-read children's fiction. Her time on campus included
giving the Sunday sermon in the Church of the Holy Spirit as well
as a lecture on her new book and her appearance in several religion
classes.
35 Years Ago, November 5, 1965. Funds were confirmed for the
construction of Fan HaJJ, a "two-storycomplex (three stories on
the backside, due to a natural slope)." The building would be
named in honor of alumnus and trustee George Farr, and would
provide a grocery store, laundry, barber shop and two specialty
shops in addition to 26 off-campus student rooms and two faculty
apartments. "By June of next year," wrote a Collegian reporter,
"that muddy, pipe-strewn crater on the east side of Middle Path will
become the George Fan building."
50 Yean Ago. November 1,1950. Kenyon College applied for an
ROTC Air Corps unit to beestablishedat Kenyon in order to offset
the reduced enrollment caused by the Korean War and the draft.
The ROTC candidates, recruited from the freshman and sopho-
more classes, would be required to major in one of the college's
science departments. They would also be deferred from the draft
while in good standing at the college and in the ROTC unit.
We can't cover it if we don't know about it!
Send us your story ideas and news tips.
Leave voice mail: 427-5338.
E-mail colle~aP@keoyoo.edu
NEWS
,
Discrimination Advisors:
Why do we have discrirninaton advisors? Dowe even need them?
BY LUKE WITMAN
News Assistant
Some of Kenyon's discrimi-
nation advisors acknowledge
tbat tbey seldom receive com-
plaints from students or faculty
who feel discriminated against
due to factors such as race and
sexual orientation. However,
they argued that the program is
still necessary.
Nine students and seven fac-
ulty members are serving as dis-
crimination advisors for the
2000-01 academic year. Posters
with their faces and contact in-
formation are present in dormi-
tories all over campus.
According to the student
handbook, the discrimination
advisors "liste[n] to complaints,
discu[ss] allegations, sugges[t]
ways to address the harassment,
facilitating conversations with
the harasser, advising students
of grievance options, and
provid[e] referral for psycho-
logical, spiritual or legal assis-
tance."
Discrimination advisor
Jenny Lawton '01 admitted that
she has never yet been con-
tacted on an issue of harass-
ment. Lawton warned, how-
ever, not to judge the impor-
tance of the advising establish-
ment based on a scarcity of spe-
cific grievances. "Just because
we aren't being called every
day doesn't mean that there
isn't an issue on campus that
needs to be addressed," said
Lawton. "Discrimination is an
issue on this campus."
Fellow discrimination advt-
sor Shayla Myers '02 agreed.
"Discrimination does exist
here," she said. She lauded
Kenyon as an institution for ac-
knowledging that discrimination
is an issue on campus and put-
'Just because we aren't being called every day
doesn't mean that there isn't an issue on cam-
pus that needs to be addressed. Discrimination
is an issue on this campus.'
-Jenny Lawton '01
ting together a support system to
deal with it. "It is empowering,"
she said.
Hess echoed these state-
ments: "Although they have
been underutilized, they have
been utilized." She said that al-
though the advisors have !lot as-
sisted a large number of students
on campus, they have helped a
few students a great deal.
Lawton agreed: "If we only help
one person, it's still worth it."
"Discrimination advisors
are very important," said Wendy
Hess, equal opportunity officer,
college ombudsperson and
spokesperson for the advisors.
"They are persons in the commu-
nity to consult with on issues of
discrimination involving race,
ethnicity, sex or sexual orienta-
tion," she said.
A 'climate study' currently
being conducted on campus by
a separate team of faculty, ad-
ministrators and students is striv-
ing to determine just how much
of a problem discriminatory be-
havior is at Kenyon. In addition
to the forums that have been held
for students to voice their con-
cerns on the issue, the group in-
volved in the study will be at-
tending a conference this week-
end to discuss campus climate
issues.
"As a discrimination advi-
sor, the information we've got-
ten from the forums has been
really helpful," said Myers. The
impression she has received is
that racism is an issue on this
campus but it is more the result
of ignorance than resentment. "I
think Kenyon is better than most
places in the world when it
comes to discrimination in all
forms, but being 'comparatively
better' isn't good enough," said
Myers.
Regarding the discrimina-
tion advising team, Lawton
stressed the multiple services of
the group. In addition to being
an outlet for students dealing
with discrimination, the advisors
also organize programming on
campus, including last month's
"Speak Out Against Discrimina-
tion Day," which spawned tbe
ubiquitous red buttons with their
concise social message.
"I think that we developed
the program because we felt that
students would feel more com-
fortable consulting with students
than administrators," said Hess.
She said she feels' the
underutilizaticn of the discrimi-
nation advisors is not necessar-
ily a reflection of a complete
lack of discriminatory behavior
on campus. "There seems. to be
a real reluctance to report any
discrimination at Kenyon," said
Hess.
Myers agreed, "There seems
to be a general feeling of not want-
ing to rock the boat. n She feared
students aren't talking about acts
of discrimination for fear of mak-
ing things worse or being perceived
as "oversensitive."
Wages: 35 cent increase passed
CXlNTINUED FROM PAGEONE
and administrative offices em-
ploy students at jobs which can
range from checking out books
in the library to posing nude in
the art department. Kenyon em-
ploys 665 students, including
215 students who receive Fed-
eral work-study money, said
Bumsted. All departments pay
their employees at least $5.15,
though some departments and
offices pay more across the
board and some pay more to
more experienced workers, said
Bumsted,
The issue of student wages
had landed on Senate's agenda
for this year after Professor of
Biology Joan Slonczewski, who
is not a member of Senate, had
argued that students with special
skills should be paid more.
Currently, this is not neces-
sarily the case. For example, stu-
dents in their first year of work
as language ATs receive $5.15
per hour.
Senate discussed alcohol
policies for about the first hour
of the meeting without taking a
vote. Much of the discussion
centered around Associate Pro-
fessor of Religious Studies
Vernon Schubel's informal pro-
posal, raised at the last meeting,
that the college should focus on
drunkenness rather than under-
age drinking.
"One way to deal with the
cultural aspect of this is to tell
people, 'we're not going to be
checking every cup to see what
you are drinking,'" said Schubel,
repeating a point he had made at
Senate's last meeting. "'But if
you are behaving in a way that
draws attention to the fact that
you are drunk, the bammer will
come down at some point, ,,,
This, argued Scbubel, would
help create a campus culture in
which drunkenness was unac-
ceptable.
Aguments came from Dean
of Students Donald Omahan,
who expressed concern aboutlhe
college's and party hosts' liabil-
ity, and from George
Polycbronopoulos '01, vice
president for student life, who
said the college could not slm-
ply ignore state laws on tbe
drinking age.
No legislation on the topic is
currently up for consideration.
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Political Affairs Committee hosts election forum
Passionate responses from audience make for lively discussion
BYJEFF REED
Political Reporter
Student representatives from
the Democratic, Green and Re-
publican parties met in
Philomathesian Hall Sunday to
discuss this year's presidential
election. The event was sponsored
by the Political Affairs Club and
drew a lively crowd of approxi-
malely forty spectators.
Moderator Nora Colbrun '02
began the meeting by explaining
the format. Each of the represen-
tatives would be given an open-
ing and closing statement. Three
main issues would be discussed:
trade, social security and gay
rights. Members of the audience
would be permitted 10 ask ques-
tions 10 any or all of the represen-
tatives.
Free trade was the first issue
canvassed. John Spragens '04, the
Green Party representative, said
that Ralph Nader, as president,
would focus on the global impact
trading decisions might have.
Nader might refuse to trade with
countries that do not have strong
worker rights laws or with coun-
tries who ignore global pollution
standards.
The Nader stance on trade
contrasts sharply with the Bush
stance, as explained by Political
Affairs Club President and Repub-
lican representative Todd Weiner
'01. Nader links trade issues to la-
bor and environmental issues,
whereas Bush views trade as
something that works in isolation,,
'Vote your hopes, your dreams and your
aspirations. This is the basis of democracy,
because if every four years, we settle for the
lesser of two evils, we'll always end up with
evil.'
- John Spragens '04
and hence should not be altered. As
president, Bush would expand
NAFTA throughout the Americas,
and would support the admission
of China and Taiwan into the World
Trade Organization. Weiner said
that Bush's trade policies arepref-
erable to Core's, because the vice
president's commitment to unions
has forced him to adopt a protec-
tionist position.
Democratic representative
Katie Lillie '01 responded 10 this
charge. She said that Gore's trade
policies are more moderate than the
policies of his counterparts. As
President, Gore would favor free
trade policies, but he would put
more limitation on trade than
would Bush. Gore would pursue
American interests abroad, but he
would also seek to make organiza-
tions like the wro more account-
able.
The three representatives also
failed to find much agreement on
the issues of social security and gay
rights.
Spragens spoke first. He said
that Nader is the best presidential
candidate because he is the only
candidate who comes from outside
the system. Both Gore and Bush
are "enthusiastic participants" in a
"broken and corrupt political sys-
tern," which undermines democ-
racy by placing business-interests
before the interests of the people.
Spragens exhorted members of the
Kenyon audience to "vote their
conscience" on Election Day.
"\Qte your hopes. your dreams and
your aspirations. This is the basis
of democracy, because if every
four years, we settle for the lesser
of two evils, we'll aJways end up
with evil."
Representative Weiner stated
that he is a moderate voter, but
believes that, of the two major
party candidates, one is clearly
more suited to lead than the other.
"I do not come to this forum as a
knee-jerk Republican. I am a reg-
istered independent and last spring
lworked for a Democratic politi-
cian. But the facts are impossible
to ignore: Governor Bush has the
vision, character and wisdom to be
president. Vice President Gore, on
the other hand, does not."
Representative Lillie sur-
mised thai Gore is the best candi-
date because he holds the best po-
Rugby: security gives chase
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
security officers were involved in
the chase at the end; one described
progressing "painfully and
slowly" through the dark woods
in pursuit of the students.
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A radio call from a mainte-
nance worker helped Security
round up several students after they
emerged from the woods near the
east wing of Old Kenyon, said
Werner.
Safety and Security officers,
unlike police officers, are unarmed
and not allowed to use force ex-
cept in self-defense, which means
they cannot stop someone from
running away. In a sense, the chase
was more of a psychological
game. Students who were
"caught" obeyed the officers' or-
ders to stop, said Werner. "Once
they were caught, all the students
were polite and cooperative," said
Werner.
Security officers found at the
scene of the party, "two empty
Bud Light cases, one empty case
of Natural Light and several
empty and half-full cans of Key-
stone Light, Bud Light and Natu-
ral Light, along with several forty-
ounce bottles," according to
Security's incident report. There
were also Slim Jim sausages and
T-shirts at the scene.
"Iwould imagine it's going to
be an unauthorized or illegal party,"
said Werner. "The deans will make
a decision on whether they'll '
charge them with arfything further
or not." Fleeing from officers
might be deemed "failure to com-
ply," Werner said.
The most likely punishment
would be to limit Ihe teams' abil-
ity to throw social events on cam-
pus. It depends upon whether or
not the violation is considered a
team violation or several indi-
vidual violations.
"It's still in the fact-finding
and information-gathering stage,"
said Dean of Students Donald
Omahan •. "But definitely it's be-
ing pursued."
The party that instigated the
r1:ltiase is the first event in a grow-
ing bond between the men's and
women's rugby teams. It was the
first time the teams had initiations
together. Cooperation between the
teams, said Ghesquiere, "was not
very good in previous years."
Now the teams try to coordinate
home and away games and are so-
cializing on a much more regular
basis. In fact, the chase by the se-
curity officers did much to bring
the teams together.
Admitted Ghesquiere, "What
made the evening was the chase."
sitions on the issues. She praised
Gore's educational proposaJs, as
well as his commitment to fight-
ing for women's rights.
Members of the audience
were attentive and enthusiastic
throughout the meeting. They
asked the representatives pointed
questions about environmental
policies, and about the differences
between candidates Nader and
Gore. Some revealed a partisan
bias, whereas others were dispas-
sionate. Colbrun closed the forum
by calling it a success. She noted
that heated discussion of the issues
had raised passions in the crowd,
and hoped that their enthusiasm
would carry them to the voting
booth.
NL\\'S Bnn.rx
Academic affairs forum to be held
This Sunday, November 5, the Academic Affairs Committee is
holding an open forum for the Kenyon community in the
Philomathesian Lecture Hall at 9 p.m.
The meeting is a chance for students to voice their concerns and
ask questions regarding academic issues at Kenyon. Members of
the Academic Affairs Committee will be present to answer ques-
tions, and issues brought up at the forum will be discussed by the
Committee in their upcoming meetings.
Possible issues for discussion or inquiry include professor evalu-
atlons, senior comps exercises, library use, computers, academic in-
fractions, and conflicts between athletics and class.
This is the first year that the Academic Affairs Committee has
opened up these meetings to the entire student body, and they do so
now in the hope that the Kenyon community will take notice of the
community's role in researching, discussing and taking action on
issues involving academia on this campus,
"My goal is to address all the concerns that are addressed on
Sunday and either find answers or take action," said Alys Spensley
'01, Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee, "[We] are in the
unique position of being able to address student concerns with fac-
ulty, administrators, and through campus government,"
Another meeting of this nature is being planned at the begin-
ning of second semester, and if it is merited by student interest, addi-
tional meetings may be scheduled. Students not able to attend
Sunday's forum may email their concerns and questions to
soensleya@kenyon.edu.
Sexual Misconduct Advisors
sponsor Tell Someone Day
Tuesday, Nov. 7, the Kenyon Sexual Misconduct Advisors will
be sponsoring "Tell Someone Day," a day to reflect upon issues of
sexual harassment at Kenyon and express campus intolerance of this
behavior.
Sexual Misconduct Advisors will be present in both the Gund
and Peirce Dining Halls during the lunch bour to pass out informs-
tion on sexual harassment as well as buttons displaying the "Tell
Someone" motto. Wearing the button indieatesone'ssupport for those
who have been the victim of harassment, The day also serves as an
opportunity for students to familiarize themselves with the Sexual
Misconduct Advisors.
Wendy Hess, equal opportunity officer, college ombudsperson
and spokesperson for the advisors said the day serves to indicate
campus sympathy for those who have been the victim of acts of sexual
misconduct and to show that the community is "completely against
sexual harassment."
Inductees to Phi Beta Kappa
Awanled at Founders' Day, Odober 31,2000
Molly Kathleen Boyce
Andrew Micbael Duffy
Kelly Marie Duke
Vicent Matthew Evener
Aurelia Jasmine Flaming
Mark Patrick Foran
Ruth Eunice Jessen
Kelly Crispell Johnson
Todd Berke Juengling
Anneka Erin Lenssen
Jada Renee Twedt
Joshua Cbelds White
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Sheriff ends tiger investigation
Lees' tiger attack
complaint was filed
tion on 22143 Deal Road near
Gambier is now complete. "'Our de-
termination is that it was an unfor-
tunate mishap which could have
been a lot more serious," said Bar-
ber.
The Siberian Tiger Foundation
bills itself as the only place in the
world where people can take part
in "close encounters" -the chance
to hug and pel tigers and lions. Both
Lee and Newman were laking part
in the program when they were at-
tacked. Newman required stitches
above his left knee after he was
bitten by a young tiger named
Imara; Lee was pounced on and
billen on the back by a male lion
and said she required no stitches.
Barber said he had for-
warded copies of his
department's investigation to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
He added he had send copies to
the Ohio Attorney General and
the Knox County Health Depart-
ment at the request of those
agencies.
BYDANIEL CONNOllY
News Editor
Local law enforcement's in-
vestigation into an October 21 in-
cident in which two people were
bitten by wild cats at a local zoo
is now over.
David Barber, the Knox
County Sheriff, said his office's
investigation into the incident, in
which Ethan Newman of Colum-
bus and Jessica Lee '03 were bit-
ten at the Siberian TIger Founda-
In last week's article on a biting incident at the Siberian
Tiger Foundation, the Collegian quoted Knox County Sheriff
David Barber as saying that he had not heard of Kenyon stu-
dentJessica Lee's account of being bitten by a lion at the Foun-
dation seconds after a Columbus boy was bitten by a tiger there.
The article stated that Lee's family had phoned the sheriff after
leaving the Foundation without giving a statement.
Lee's family did phone the sheriff after the fact and their
call was recorded on the department's radio log, said Barber.
However, according to the sheriff, the family had not filed a
formal report at that time. Barber said he does not read all items
on the radio log and would not have known about Lee's com-
plaint at the time the Collegian interviewed him.
Smoking: students concerned
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
tripled while they were enrolled
at Kenyon."
The increase in student smok-
ing rates was reported by members
of the Student Council Commit-
tee on Student Life during a din-
ner with members of the Board's
Student Affairs Committee Thurs-
day night. The Trustee committee
relayed this information to the full
Board during its Saturday meet-
ing.
''The Student Life Committee
brought the problem of smoking on
campus before the Board," said
Hallinan, "and reported the find-
ings of the Student Council's Stu-
dent Life Committee. They men-
tioned the concern of Student
Council, that many students begin
smoking at Kenyon. The Board en-
couraged President Oden to begin
communication with the student
body and Senate, but the Board
cannot enact policy to ban smok-
ing in residences."
'The Board is aware thai a dis-
cussion of the smoking issue is on
the agenda of the Kenyon Senate,"
adds Dean of Students Donald
Omahan. "In such instances, the
Board is typically inclined to have
the on-campus discussion and pro-
cess move forward without Board
intervention."
Other topics discussed by the
Board of Trustees have not been
prepared for public release. They
will most likely be reported in the
school's Fortnightly publication
Monday.
The first big step in becoming an organ donor is making the decision to do so. But that decision
alone doesn't guarantee that your wishes will be followed. What many people don't know
is that the surviving family must give consent before organ and tissue recovery can
take place. Without that consent, it simply won't happen. Please don't let a wonderful
decision go to waste. Talk to your family about donating your organs. Talk to your family about
donating life. For more information, visit www.shareyourlife,org or call 1-800-355-SHARE.
TALI".- NMl.YAI8UT.-amaUFE.
Coalition on Organ & Tossue Donation
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Journey leads nowhere
Facing the facts when scheduling campus
events could save time, money and energy
Halloween weekend is right up there with Summer Send Off and
Philander's Phllng for social events of the year at Kenyon. So, it isn't
all that surprising that, this past weekend, students had little on their
minds but dressing up and partying.
Unfortunately, this did not bode well for Social Board event The
Journey. Originally planned as an event to equal Send Off, and with
roughly $16,000 - $18,000 of Social Board's money, TheJourneywas
poorly attended both by the Kenyon crowd and the expected non-
student audience. A Social Board estimate filled 250 seats in Tomsich
Arena.
While Social Board should be commended for their commitment
to bringing fun groups to campus, it seems there were some holes in
the planning this time. Social Board worked with the Student Activi-
ties Center and Security to thoroughly prepare themselves to handle
the massive event they expected. Even a ban.on registered kegs for the
weekend even was effected to lessen the possibility of unruly and
inappropriate behavior in the audience.
What Social Board seems to have forgotten is how to entice an
audience to actually come.
The Journey, besides being on Halloween weekend and the same
night as the big, all-campus parties, also took place later in the evening
at the behest of Social Board itself. While most speakers or concerts.
at Kenyonoccur in the early evening hours (7 or8 p.m.), TheJourney
didn't begin until 9:30. Campus parties, such as those thrown by Alpha
Delta Phi and the Peeps, began at 10 p.m. Why did Social Board work
so vigorously to make The Journey a later event? Why did they
consciously butt heads with such previously well-attended parties?
The advertising for the program was also sorely lacking. Not that
TheJoumeywasn't plastered on walls,table tents and frisbees handed
out by men in vans plastered with the logo; the problem was the lack
of any other information. Some people thought it was an Edwin
McCain concert. Others thought he merely wrote the soundtrack. Few
had a clear understanding of what the multimedia presentation really
was. Why, with a presentation so unusual to the Kenyon campus,
wasn't Social Board more explicit in their advertising?
Perhaps The Journey would have failed no matter when it was
held or how it was advertised. Its feel-good motivational documen-
tary-ness contrasts sharply with typical Kenyon Saturday night
activities. But we'll never know that. Because of poor scheduling and
advertising, The Journey was a destined disaster. How, in all the
planning and spending, did no one realize the problems with this
event?
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Nader s candidacy heralds change
BYSUSAN K,\PLAN
Political Columnist
Kenyon College Green Patry
blJIRS ro 1111 ElJllOR
Inthe past two months, Kenyon
students have volu nteered hundreds
of hours to Ralph Nader'spresiden-
lial campaign. We have hung up
countless posters, written at least
100 e-mails, made over 10 dozen
phone calls, traveled thousands of
miles, and spoken countless words.
Why have we committed so much
of our precious free time to this
campaign? It is a sad fact that Nader
has no chance of winning the presi-
dential election. So why bother?
Why bother? Why bother? Be-
cause Ralph Nader represents
everything we believe in. Ralph
Nader represents change. Ralph
Nader represents the beginning of
the end. Ralph Nader represents the
future.
Ralph Nader and the Green
Party's platform is not just a list of
promises to be broken and possible
solutions to this campaign season's
"issues:' Sure, Nader supports a
permanent moratorium of the death
penalty, a woman's right to choose,
a living wage instead of a minimum
wage, fair trade not free trade ... and
all of these issues have been enu-
merated in his platform and
campaign, but something deeper
than these issues motivates both
Nader and his supporters.
Last Tuesday, the Nader 2000
campaign began airing new televi-
sion and radio advertisements. The
television ad shows a montage of
children between the ages of six and
twelvespeaking directly to the home
audience. A different child speaks
each sentence. It begins, "When I
grow up Iwant the government to
have the same problems it has ta.-
day.1 want to vote for the lesser of
two evils. Iwant 10be lied 10.1 want
10be apathetic. Iwant taxbreaks for
the very rich. When I grow up
...When I grow up ... I want to be
disillusioned. Disenchanted. Disen-
franchised. When Igrow up Iwant
politicians to ignore me." A voice
then interrupts asking, "Is this wbat
you want from your government?
Ordo you want something better for
yourself and the next generation?"
Iwant something else. Iwant
something new, something better.
For too long, the Democratic and
Republican parties have been ignor-
ing a huge portion of the population.
They have been catering to pundits
and pollsters, not voters and citi-
zens. People our age have been
repeatedly called apathetic and lazy.
But why should we careabout poli-
tics and our government if we are
ignored and disregarded?
Ralph Nader's candidacy
promises to change this. By voting
for Nader, you send a message to
the Democrats and Republicans.
Not only does your vote send a
message about your views on the
death penalty, abortion and trade;
it also states that you will be ig-
nored no longer.
If you are happy with the cur-
rent state of politics, fine. Vote for
Bush and Gore if you want to be
ignored and called apathetic. But
do not complain when the next
four years resemble the last.
'Men@kenyon.edu 'reinforce stereotypes
We would like to publicly
thank the anonymous authors of
"men@kenyon.edu"forarticulating
women's increasing influence at
Kenyon. Clearly this e-mail proves
women's groups'/center's intention
to instill a castration fear and rein-
force the work of Sigmund Freud,
an influential white male.
"Men@kenyon.edu" have deci-
phered all Kenyon women's nefari-
ous plan to cut off all penises on
campus.
We agree with your need for
safe houses for men on campus--
good thing we already have a few.
Let usenlighten you of places where
you can tum for gender support: Old
Kenyon, Hanna Hall, Leonard Han,
Peirce Hall and every other bU'ild-
ing on campus excluding the Cro·
zier Center. Kudos on expressing
interest in male bonding as it has
largely been ignored at Kenyon,
especially prior to 1969.
Urinals in all bathroc!ms! What
a novel idea. It must be such a
hassle to urinate in a bowl with
water. We would like to assist you
in lobbying for additional urinals
placed next to every tree on cam-
pus so that you can mark your ter-
ritory in a sanitory fashion. Soap
dispensers will of course be pro-
vided.
Furthermore. we would like to
encourage you to love your penis
every day. However. if you still feel
as ifan allocated day would be help-
ful, there might be a place in White
Heritage Month or Dictators
Awareness Week to recognize your
oppression.
Lastly, you are entitled to your
opinion, but it is not acceptable to
send public, h8.tefule-mails in name
of all Kenyon men. All men do not
feel this way. However, the proof
that some do indeed have hatred for
women, coupled with the rape and
degradation thai occurs in our com-
munity, reinforces the seriousnessof
gender jssueson this campus. A flip-
pant, mocking e-mail is not accept-
able and will not be tolerated.
"'Where did Christ come from?
From God and a woman! Man had
nothing to do with him."-:-S0-
joumer Truth.
~nb Gebnan '01
Susan Hopldas '01
ThrTey AadnJOld '02
SU professor urges support for Nader
The Democrats' anger at
alpb Nader and the Green Party
eached a feverish pitch last
eek. I received reports of inci-
cots here in Ohio of verbal
hreats, vandalism and property
amage inflicted on Green Party
embers (so far, thank good-
ess, Iknow of no physical as-
BUltS). Of course, such isolated
ncidents of anti-democratic via-
nee are not endorsed or encour-
ged by either major party. They
re nonetheless shocking re-
inders of the fact that we must
iligently guard our democratic
orm of government from those
ho would corrupt it with in-
imidation (not 10 mention
ountains of cash).
Iwrite to present a few facts
hat may help us gain some per-
pcctive on Nader's candidacy in
hio.
First, Ohio is no longer a
wing state. Out of nine surveys
hat Ifound, only one concluded
hat Ohio is still a toss-up (The
ew Republic). The other eight
urveys found Bush in the lead
Fox, MSNBC, CBS, Columbus
ispalch, Toledo Blade, The
ook Report, CNN, and
Rasmussen Research). The poll
that appears to be the largest and
most recent (Rassmussen:
www.PortraitOfAmerica.com)
shows Bush with a nine point
advantage in Ohio (Bush 48 per-
cent, Gore 39 percent, Nader 4
percent). Of course, poll results
always include an element of
uncertainty, but Iwould have to
say that the Gore and Bush cam-
paigns seem to feel that the race
in Ohio is over judging by the
fact that the candidates aren't
corning to Ohio anymore.
Second, Nader is not a
spoiler in Ohio. If all Nader vot-
ers in Ohio (four percent) were
to suddenly decide to vote for
Gore, Bush would still win the
state.
More realistically, Fox
News (on October 27) asked a
sample of Nader voters in 10
states, including Ohio, what
they would do if the election ap-
peared to be a toss-up on Nov.
7. 35 percent said that they
would vote for Nader anyway,
34 percent said that they would
vote for Gore, and 23 percent
said that they would 'Vote for
Bush. This split is not enough to
rescue Gore from his five to 10
point deficit in Ohio.
Third, a vote for Nader is a
vote for fundamental political re-
form. You may not agree with him
on all of the issues (see if you do
at www.voteneder.comj.butjf you
agree that government should be-
long to the people and not to who-
ever can pay the largest bribe to
"our" elected officials, then you
really should send that message in
this election.
Whose government is it any-
way? The bureaucracy in Soviet
Russia selected "acceptable" can-
didates and thus rigged Russia's
elections. Through theircampaign
contributions, wealthy people and
large companies in this country
select our candidates for us.
Doesn't that make our elections
just as rigged?
A vote for Nader is a vote for
democracy. And judging by the
amount of violence Nader sup-
porters are facing in Ihese last days
of this election season, democracy
in the state of Ohio could use some
votes.
-Keltb JOhOSOD.Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Oblo State University
Don't forget about state
legislatures when voting
Too much is at stake this
election year. Perhaps you've
heard that over and over again,
and a year ago, that's all I
preached as president of the
Kenyon Democrats. The election
coverage in the Collegian this
year has been astounding, and I
hope that it has made an impact
on more than a few of you.
But again, there is too much
at stake this election year. Those
of you who are planning to vote
must not forget your state and lo-
cal races at home or in Ohio.
Why? In short: redistricting.
I've never realized until my
first job here in Northwestern
Wisconsin on a State Assembly
race how important local elec-
tions truly are. After the census
tbis year, some states are in dan-
ger of losing or in line to gain
some Congressional seats. The
individuals who will decide
where these seats will be lost or
gained are at the State Legisla-
tures and local levels. And it is
those individuals who are running
for election next week that can
change the course of the country
for the next 10 years.
The changes the State legis-
latures will make in January when
district lines are redrawn can de-
termine what party can lose or
gain seats in the House. For ex-
ample, if the candidate Iwork for
wins, the State Assembly of Wis-
consin will turn Democratic, and
therefore will be in charge of re-
drawing district lines sympathetic
to Democratic areas and. decide
which Congressional seat will dis-
appear in Wisconsin. Do you think
they would let go of a Democrat?
Though the Presidential and
Senatorial campaigns are the sexi-
est, and some Kenyon students can
attest to the glories of advance, the
real impact is made at the State
level. When you fiJI out your ab-
sentee ballot or go to the polls in
downtown Gambier or wherever
you might be next Tuesday, remem-
ber to vote at the very bottom of
the ticket.
Though we may preach it again
in four more years, too much, re-
ally is at stake this year.
-KeUy Dillon '00
ow turnout indicates lack of writing community at Kenyon
BY BROOKE HAUSER
Guest Columnist
This year's Writer's Harvest
as a drag. For those of you who
ere either uninformed or mis-
nformed, it took place Wednes-
ay, October 25 at Gund Com-
nons. The event, scheduled to
egin at 7 p-m., didn't kick off
ntil 7:30 due to the lack of an
udience.
I don't know if it's true for
ou, but the reason why I came
o Kenyon is because I thought
t would be a kind of haven for
titers and lovers of literature.
remember attending the Har-
est as a freshman and feeling
xhilarated by the idea behind it.
asically, a lot of talented stu-
cnts and professors and other
aculty get together for this one
ight out of the year to read their
wn works, or selections from
ther inspired authors and poets,
o help raise money for hunger
eliefin Knox County. That year,
he room was packed and hum-
ing.
In the past, this event has
rought students and faculty
loser together-as a somewhat
oogley-eyed freshman, I
thought it was pretty cool that
professors were reading at the
same open-mic forum as their
students, and I remember think-
ing that not many colleges could
pull off such an event.
Unfortunately, on Wednes-
day night, we didn't. At first, I
thought it was funny-looking
through the windows I counted
- about ten people at 7:30, already
half an hour into it, and yet the
podium was empty. For
Chrissake, even the jelly bean
club used to get a better turnout.
Still, I went" inside, hoping that
people would start showing up
soon-if not for the reading then
at least for the A.A. Halloween
cookies and the thrill of making
the canteen go "ffssshhhhh" ev-
ery time yOQtapped it for cider.
No such luck. Though a few
people tried to disperse them-
selves throughout the room, it
didn't help much. In fact, the
whole event was beginning to
feel like a lame junior-high
school party, with professors on
one side and students on the
other. Itwas sad. For a while, we
all just sat there, among a sea of
empty chairs, persistently look-
ing over our shoulders every
time the door squeaked. At one
point, once the reading already
had begun, a crowd burst in-
and I thought, finally, the audi-
ence had arrived-but it was the
Owl Creeks, arriving to sing
their interlude.
I find it discouraging that a
college that prides itself on its
literary reputation could let
something like this happen.
Moreover, the lack of attendance
was indicative of a problem ex-
tending far beyond this particu-
lar night-the fact that the cre-
ative writing scene at Kenyon is
practically extinct, despite what
the brochures claim. After four
years at Kenyon, I still don't
know who the other writers
are-because we have no com-
munity. Certainly, there are
patches of inspired students who
meet to read and discuss their
work, but they are hard to find,
especially for incoming students
and underclassmen.
It's not that there's a defi-
ciency of passion here, or tal-
ent-there is overwhelming evi-
dence of both in the workshops.
But what about outside of the
classroom? This morning I tried
to figure out why I could name
'I find it discouraging that a college that
prides itself on its literary reputation could let
something like this happen. Moreover, the
lack of attendance was indicative of a prob-
lem extending far beyond this particular
night-the fact that the creative writing scene
at Kenyon is practically extinct, despite what
the brochures claim.'
more artists, actors and musicians
than writers on campus; and I re-
alized it's because they make a
conscious effort to support each
other by allending plays, concerts
and gallery exhibits.
I admit, I haven't been to a
KenyonReview reading since my
sophomore year-and now I'm
kicking myself for having been so
apathetic. I've missed a lot of the
visiting authors and poets, too. I
wish that I'd taken more advan-
tage of the events and resources
on campus. I don't want to sound
like the kid asking for more home-
work, but why-when all of the
Arts professors obligate their stu-
dents to attend every single event
related to their respective disci-
pline-are we exempt from re-
sponsibility? Why did only a hand-
ful of Creative Writing students
-"snow up at last week's Harvest-
and where were the rest of the pro-
fessors? You'd think at least one
night out of the year we could pull
ourselves together and support
each other.
My point isn't to blame this
on individual peoplo--but rather to
demand a better effort for next
year, and the years after. The Writ-
ers' Harvest isa wonderful idea-
and I've seen in actualized. There
are so many talented writers on
campus-I know some of them-
and I'm anxious to find others. It's
up to everyone-not only the stu-
dents, but also the faculty to help
a unified literary community resur-
face on campus.
angry? upset? disturbed? outraged?
You could send an allstu about it.
Oryou could submit a letter to the editor that students, faculty, staff, alumni, and trustees will read.
email collegian@kenyon.edu
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Fans should behave with Sullivan responds to allstu, discusses
respect at athletic events issue of minimum wage for students
So this morning I came to a
great realization: there is only
one lazy person in our entire
generation of "slackers" and he
or she is screwing things up for
everyone.
I came to this realization this
morning when I got an allstu
apologizing 10 a number of stu-
dents who registered to vote here
at Kenyon in the beginning of
the year because the person in
charge of bringing the voter ap-
plications to the town hall for-
got.
"Urn, well ... due 10'3 big
miscommunication, to be spe-
cific: someone leaving for Oc-
tuber break early and the forms
sitting under their door until they
got back the next-week, we were
unable to submit the forms in
During the coming school
year, the Kenyon Student Athletes
hope YDU are involved in Kenyon
athletic events whether through par-
ticipation or support. We also urge
you to exhibit exemplary behavior
on these occasions to show your
pride and school spirit.
In a word, "respect" best sums
up the level of behavior you should
exhibit when representing our
school at an athletic event. As ath-
letes and role models, we hold our-
selves ID this same level of stan-
dards. Your behavior is viewed by
your friends and fans, opposing
fans, the local community and the
media.
Kenyon fans should be known
results.
-Krist yo Rainey '02 (softball)
Brooke Bergdahl 'OI(basketbaU)
Pete Malanchuck '02 (baseball)
Megan Hill '01 (basketball)
Mike Krejci '02(basebaU) Sarah
Fox '02 (basketbaU)
Anders Johnson 'OJ (basebaU)
Melissa Hurley '01(crosscountry)
Brian Porter '02 (basketbaU)
Erica Neitz 'OI(cross country!
track and field)
Cary Snyder '02(cross country)
Mary HiD '02 (field hockey)
Greg Remaly '03 (cross COUDtry)
Stephanie Goes 'OI(voUeyball)
Mark Foran '01 (football)Anna
Novotny '02 (volleyball) A n
drew Malone '01 (footbaU)
Undsay Good '01 (volleyball)
Aaron Hamilton '01 (football)
EJ Jordan '02(1acrosse)
Eitan Gauchman 'OI(goU)
liz Hickey '02 (lacrosse)
Greg Clancy 'OI(lacroSse)
Cate Norian '02 (soccer)
Doug Coutts '01 (lacrosse)
Jessie Ferlig '02 (soccer)
Derrick Stowe '01 (lacrosse)
Allison Madar '01 (soccer)
Matt Cess '03 (soccer)
Beth Harrod '01 (swimming/div-
ing)
Mike Bonomo '02 (swimming!
diving)
Erica Carroll 'OI(swimmlngldlv-
log)
Brett Holcomb '01 (swimming!
diving)
Sarah Steen '01 (swimming/div-
ing)
Josh Katzman '01 (tennis)
Andreana Prichard '01 (swim-
ming/diving)
Jarin Jaffee 'OI(tennis)
Brooke Roeper '02 (tennis)
Ian PUkln '01 (track & 6eld)
Usa Beauchamp '02 (tennis)
Ken Mcnish 'Ol(track & field)
and the other newsgroups who
seems to think that our genera-
tion is just a bunch of lazy screw
ups. Last election, obivously due
to a similar occurrence at an epi-
demic level, a mere 28 percent
of college-aged citizens voted.
Because of this the candidates
have decided that the young vote
really doesn't matter which is
why they don't bother discuss-
ing anything of importance to us.
Those responsible in our
case apologized, which was nice.
They even invited the students
to "feel free to send angry com-
ments, requests for rides to the
airport, etc." That sure makes ev-
erything better.
Meanwhile, the two major
parties are bleeding our social
security, spending our nation's
welfare for the poor on corporate
giveaways, bailouts and taxcuts,
while giving themselves a
$35,OOO/year salary increase.
Furthermore the stock market
report that our economy is cur-
rently better than ever, yet our
insulting $5.15 minimum wage
is worth $2 less per hour in real
buying power than the minimum
wage in 1948!
So basically it is a good time
to be rich in this country, and a
horrendous time to be a student in
Gambier being taken advantage of
at the same per hour rate since
1997. And it will continue to be
this way as long as we maintain
our 28 percent voter turnout.
I am just relieved to know
that it isn't that our generation is
lazy, it's that one person in our
generation made an honest mis-
lake.
No hard feelings, I voted ab-
sentee.
for:
-Partlclpating in positive cheers that
encourage our athletes; and discour-
aging any cheers that would redi-
rect that focus-including those that
taunt and intimidate opponents-
towards their fans and officials.
"Learning, understanding and re-
specting the rules of the game, the
officials who administer them and
their decisions.
-Respecting our opponents as fel-
low students, and acknowledging
them for striving to do their best.
-Develcping a sense of dignity un-
der all circumstances.
As athletes representing
Kenyon, we would like to be re-
membered by our performance and
not by any negative actions of our
fans. We hope that your positive
example will help set the tone for
those around you so that we may
all-participants and spectators-
enjoy the games in which we are
involved.
Remember, the spirit of com-
petition thrives in an atmosphere of
honest rivalry, courteous relations
and a graceful acceptance of the
time."
This news, I hope, will soon
make it back to CNN, Newsweek -Brendan SulUvan '04
Nader
47
Percentage of popular vote held by each presidential candidate
(ABC poll, October 31)
ARE YOU PRO-CHOICE?
THINK THERE'S NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BUSH & GORE?
THINK AGAIN.
"I will do everything in my
power to restrict abortion"
George W. Bush 10122194
"I will always defend a
woman's right to choose"
AI Gore, 11/21/99
YOUR VOICE, YOUR CHOICE
VOTE ON TUESDAY, NOV. 7TH
AL GORE, THE PRO-CHOICE CHOICE
Sponsored by: Kenyon People for Choice
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NOVEMBER 2ND 8TH
ATI(ENYON
Take a walk down the path
Thursday • 0.REER DAY
Peirce Great Hall, II a.rn.
• UcruRe "WORKIN'ONlHEOwNGANG"
Higley Auditorium, 7JO p.m.
• DRAMA: ONE RlI/11fE Raw
KCThcarer, 8 p.m.
Friday • OJN= "jAMNESlY"
Peirce Pub, 8p.m.
• DRAMA: Fooo OwN
KCThcaao; 8 p.m.
• FnM: WHm;
Higley Auditorium, 8p.m.
• DANCE PARlY
Gund Lounge, 10 p.m.
5alwday • BFEC CoMMUNlIY SBu>s: "V0LllN1EER WOOK DAY: 1'REPAmNG
1HE GARDENS FORWIN1ER"
Brown Family Environmental Center, I p.rn.
• DRAMA: ONE l<lR 11fERaw
KCTheater, 8 p.m.
• FIlM: lIED
Highley Auditorium, 8 p.rn.
• HIP HOI' SocJEry DANCE
Hom Multipurpose Room, 10 p.m.
Sunday • OJN= FACllIJY VOICE RB:mL
Storer Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
• DRAMA: Fooo OwN
KC1beateI; 8 p.m.
Tuesday • Eu.cnON RrnmNs
Lower Dempsey, 7 p.rn.
• DI>SERf AND DL\CUSSlON
Snowden Multicultural Center, 8 p.m.
• FIlM: THE PAWNlJROKJ!JI
Olin Auditorium, 10: 15 p.rn.
Wednesday • Lacrone "MIDwIvEs, GRASSROOS ACJ1VISM AND lHE!JmRNEr"
Timberlake Seminar Room, 4:15 p.m.
• ilFArnNG: WIT.lJAM ORFM
Weaver Cottage, ~ p.m.
• 1..EcruRE: YARON SvoRAY: "IN HmER's SHAoow"
Higley Auditorium, 7 p.m.
• OPEN MIe NIGHT
Hom MulriplUJ'O'< Room, 10 p.m.
• FIlM: A THOUSAND CwwNs
Higley Auditorium, 10:15 p.rn.
THE REELW ORLD
DIVERSIONS
•
AROUNDOHIO
Take a drive
EXHiBITS I F ESTlVAl5 /E VENTS
Ongoing
Sunday
.DRACUlA+
BaUetMet perfqrmance based on Bram Stoker's novel about man's
&.eination with love and the dark side of human nature. Capitol
Theatre, Columbus.
• fRF.AK SHOW.
Halloween-theme show feruring theatrical pieces and comedy
sketches, Shadowbox Cabaret. Easton Town Center, Columbus.
.RooMt
Play following the lifetime of writings by Virginia Woolf, Waner _
Center, 1871 N.High St. Columbus.
<jOSEPH AND THE AMAziNG TECHNlcoLORDREAMCOAT<
,.Andrew Uoyd Wobbet', Broadway musical, Lee Y""",otfJewi.sh
Community Center, 1125 College Ave,Columbus.
<CoLuMBus BUJEjACKET's HOCKEY<
Game vs. Edminton, Narionawide Arena, 200 w.: ationwide Blvd.
Columbus.
THE LiVE WiRE
Thursday
Friday
Opening Tomorrow "
• CHAIWE'S ANGELS(Drew Barrymore, CUneron Diu. Lucy Lu) Movie bastd on the
1970s TV series, (hree female derro:ive are hired to save a billionaire. Rated PG-13.
• THE lEGEND OF BAGGER VANCE (Will Smith, Matt DlllUon, Cbarlize Thetan) A former
championship gofer returns from World War I and reluctantly agrees to play lh'll golf ....
tournament again. Rated PG~13.
Monday
Wednesday
ju ju BEES, BraddockS 1470 Grandview Ave, Columbus
DANROWAN,Brazenhead Pub, 56 N. High St, Dublin
JOHN ScHwAB, Club Bellagio, 5999 E. Livingston Ave, Columbus
Roc1aNG HoRSE, 2 Rascal's Pub, 2123 Eakin Rd, Columbus
DAVIDAWN CoE, Alrosa Villa, 5055 Sinclair Rd, Colomb",
ArroN & FRIENDS, Bn:ak-A-W<y Lounge, 5157 Sindair Rd, Columbus
RuN~A~Bour. Breeaers, 1111 S. Hamilton Rd. Columbus
SEANCARNEYTRIO, Brian Borns, 647 N. High Sr, Columbus
THEVlSITORS. Brian Borus Pub House, 240 N. Liberty St, Powell
DON WIl.LIAMS,Capitol Music Hall, Wheeling. wv-
ANGm MANAGEMFJIITOUR, Conseco Field House. Indianapolis, IN
TINA TURNER& JOECocKER, Rupp Arena, Lexington, KY
DARWlWAMS w/CATIE CURTIS,Egyptian Toom, Indainapolis, IN
SoMERSET RoAD, Hawk's Tavern at the Mill, 431 Columbus St, l...ancasrer
OAR. wIRED WAl'ffiNGBwE. Newport Music Hall, 1722 N.
High Sr, Columbus
TREE HUGG!N' HIPPtEs, N'Jkc', Lounge, 2155 Rome-Hilliard Rd, Colcmbus
THE BOOGIEMEN,Eldcrados, 4968 N. High S" Columbus
MARBLEHEAD,High Beck, 564 N. High St, Columb",
WILLYPOOCHANDlliE UPSETIERS,Break·A· Way Lounge, 5157
Sinclair Rei, GJlumbus
jORMA KAuKONEN & THE CowBoy ANGELS, Columbus Music Hall,
734 Oak St, Columb",
THE SNOWSHOECRABS,Flannagan's, 6835 Caine Rd, Dublin
SlSTER FlOW, Halftime Tavern, 5019 OIenWlgy Rd, Columbus
THE SUWIS, High Bed<. 564 N. High S" Columb",
&orr STIElMAN,Mary KclIy'~7148 Mui,fieid Dr, Columb",
QUICK, Merry Mdody's, 5051 Chattenon Rei, Columbus
THE SCOOBYDUDES, Plank's On Broadway,4022 Broadway. Gro.reGty
TINA TURNER & JOE CocKER, Dayton Nutter Center, Dayton
GROOVE BEI.l.l£S, Pauley's, 3582 Trabue Ave, Columbus
8BMAK, Newport Music Hall. 1722 N. High St. Columbus
LIlTI.E FEATwffHE DAN ORR PROJECT,Newport Music Hall, 1722
N. High St, Columb",
DIRECf COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS TO SARA PECORAK AT PECORAKS@KENYON.EDU
•
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Mosley speaks tonight on state of democracy inU.S.
BY HEATHER GRIGSBY
Features Editor
There is no better time than
today, as the first presidential of
the 21st century election domi-
nates the thoughts of voters, to
examine the meaning of democ-
racy.
Tonight'sfaculty lectureships--
sponsored presentation by author
Walter Mosley in Higley Audito-
rium at 7:30 p.m. aims to do just
Ihat as he discusses America's eco-
nomic and political system. The
tilleof Mosley's talk, "Workin' on
the Chain Gang,"comes from his
latest publication, a long essay by
the same name.
In this essay Mosley uses the
perspective of race 10 explore the
current state of American democ-
racy.
"One of the things Mosley is
interested in is the effect of capi-
talism on a substantial body of
Americans who freq uently aren't
heard from," said John B.
McCoy-Bank Onc Distinguished
Teaching Professor of English,
Ted Mason.
In this essay Mosley addresses
Public AffailS
New York resident Walter Mosley
speaks tonight on the current relation
of democracy and capitalism.
the chains worn by all Americans
and implores his readers to take the
millennium as an occasion to ad-
dress certain realities within our
state and society.
"Television is our opium, our
nightly bowl of hazy, unfocused
dreaming. And money is the su-
per-drug, the one fix that you can't
leave cold turkey--because the
withdrawal wold be fatal," wrote
Mosley in the introduction to
Warki,,' 011 the Chain Gang.
"Money also formed the bonds of
our imprisionment. Our labor binds
us to systems that can see us only
as units of value or expense."
In addition to his social com-
mentary Mosley is the author of
an award-winning Easy Rawlins
mystery novel series including
his first Devil in a Blue Dress
which was made into a motion
picture. Mosley is also acclaimed
for his 1998 Anisfield-Wolf
Book Award winning short-story
co I Icct io nA lways Outnumbered,
Always. Outgunned and his firsl
science fiction novel, Blue Light
published in ] 998.
The extent of Mosley's work
since his first published 'work in
1990 is obvious in the recognition
he has been given in these ten
years.
"There are other people who
are working in the same sort of
genre but Mosley I think is the
most prominent one at this point.
He has a range that I find very
interesting," said Mason. "[and a]
very powerful intelligence that [in
many of his works] is turned to-
ward an examination of
contemporary democracy."
Mosley attempts to explore
the dynamics of the racialized de-
mocracy and through this provide
Seminar Series explores mid-
activism and the Internet•WIves,
BY STEPHANIE CUTTS
StaffWriter
Mosl Kenyon students prob-
ably see the title "Midwives,
Grassroots Activism and the
Internet," and think it in no way
concerns them.
Directly, this birthing process
and its availability may not, but
the discussion of Visiting Assis-
tant Professor of Sociology Jan
Thomas' work in progress by the
same name Wednesday, Nov. 8 at
4:15 p.m. in Timberlake House
certainly does.
The range the interaction of
these three social aspects are
reaching says someth ing about the
society we are creating for our-
selves.
Thomas and former student
Sarah Young '9'7 began research-
ing this topic in 1996. It has
resurfaced here at Kenyon be-
cause Thomas is now in the
process of publishing the paper
due to persistent and intema-
tional interest over the past
couple of years.
The encompassing view
point started out on a much
smaller scope when Young de-
cided to interview a direct entry
midwife for an assignment in
Thomas' course on Sociology of
Health and Illness.
The interview introduced her
to the Ohio Senate Bill 154 and
the mobilization 'occurring in .
strong opposition to it. Bill 154
included a section explicitly pro-
hibiting the practice of direct
entry midwifery.
IktsyWekh
Assisranr Professor of Sociology
JanThomas' soon to be published
paper on will be discussed in a
short seminar Nov. 8.
Home birth is not illegal in
any state, but measures are be-
ing taken in recent years
throughout state legislatures to
determine if this type of birth
will be allowed.
States now regulate and de-
fine who is considered qualified to
attend a home birth.
The question remains: should
the government be allowed to put
further jurisdiction over how
people desire to have their chil-
dren born?
Direct entry midwives are
educated through self-study, ap-
prenticeship, midwifery school or
college. based programs distinct
from the discipline of nursing. .
Regulations passed will set
the course for this profession rather
than letting these people and the
public set the course.
Legislation will determine
if this is even an option for-par-
ents.
Decisions in state legislature
will either make direct entry mid-
- wifery an~ccepted practice outside
mainstream medicine and assimi-
late it into current medical
childbirth practices or criminalize
it.
The strong reaction to this
practice and threat of choice is
what originally intrigued Tho-
mas. Grassroots objection
swiftly and effectively stopped
the bill from eliminating mid-
wifery, but only in exchange for
a study council set up to con-
sider these issues.
For Thomas' paper Young
conducted surveys of midwifery
web sites and Thomas attended
study council sessions.
The success of this objection
lay in the ability to mobilize, reo
cruit and retain constituents
(ranging from radical feminists to
fundamental Christians) through
use of the Internet.
Thomas' and Young's work
explores the important interactions
of these three things. It shedssome
light on the Internet as a vehicle to
propel and unite- people toward
common goals.
Thomas' seminar will hope-
fully allow those involved to
better understand and define
technology's role in preserving
the foundations of freedom and
choice in our country and the
world.
an insight into how our history still
affects our current system and our
future.
"This brief and inadequate es·
say has tried to make hints about
how we can see around the bright
lights meant to blind us to the
choices we have-first to recog-
nize some of the restraints placed
on us by the organization of labor
and popular culture, then to see,
BY ERIC HARBERSON
News Editor
Doug Falen, a Ph.p. candidate
from the University of Pennsylva-
nia, will give two presentations next
Thursday. The first, entitled, "Paths
of Power: Discourse of gender
a.mong the Fon of Benin," will be
held during common hour in
Philomathesian Hall, while the sec-
and, a video presentation entitled
"Benin's Vodun: ceremony, science
and spirituality," will be given in
Peirce Lounge all:lO p.m.
Falen, an anthropologist, spent
two years in West African villages
living with families and taking part
from a calm place, that there
might be a world in our hearts
that we would like to realize,
first by speaking out, then by
shouting out, and finally by ac-
tion," Mosley wrote in the
conclusion of his essay.
As the election calls us to one
of these choices, perhaps Mosley's
views can inform and illuminale
our own.
~l~~~~
MOMENTS
•
What was the most interesting costume you
saw this Halloween?
•
•
"Shannon Maroney had a very in-
triguing superhero outfit."
-:-Ann.Marie Lewton '01
"The-skinny M&M guy with spandex
...Ienjoyed that thoroughly.
-Usa Wennel1b '01
"1be huge marshmallow puff man."
-Sb8DDOD MlU'OIley '01
"Someone was Kenyon with a big
campus on her head:'
-Kerry Lee Sbannon '04
By Gordon Umbafger
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Kokosing Gap Trailprovides enhances community
Ohio state citizens work to protect and sustain state's only 100% volunteer run environmental treasure
BY JILL SALMON
StaffWriler
The Kokosing Gap Trail is
one of the many treasures which
abound throughout Knox County.
A walk down to the path on any
sun-filled day of the year reveals
people engaged in various activi-
ties.
Many Kenyon students lake
advantage of the resource for bik-
ing, running or rollerblading.
Others relax in the sunshi"'ne,sim-
ply observing life along the river.
You might even havetheopportu-
oily 10say hello to President Oden
as he jogs by.
The trail enhances the com-
munity by providing a
connection from town to lown
just as the former Pennsylvania
Railroad line lied small settle-
ments together. In order to bike
the length of the trail, one would
start in Mount Vernon, cross the
BY LOGAN WINSTON
SuffWriter
Israeli author and journalist
Varon Svaroy iscoming to Kenyon
10 discuss his experiences infil-
trating Germany's neo-Nazi
movement. The talk is made pos-
sible through the collaboration of
the President's office, the
Provost's office, the Board of
Campus Ministries and Hillel.
Svaroy's talk, entilled "In
Hitler's Shadow," will be held
Wednesday, Nov. 8, in Higley
Auditorium at 7 p.m.
In October 1992, Svaroy
went under cover to determine
the leadership, financial base and
strength of the nco-Nazi move-
ment. He traveled to Germany
pretending to be an Australian
journalist and Nazi sympathizer
named "Ron Furey:' He spent
eight months in the nee-Nazi
underworld. As German govern-
ment now concedes, Svaroy's
conclusions that the numbers,
size, influence and wealth of the
movement were much greater
than previously thought, The
movement was not only that of
disgruntled youth, but included
all ranks of German society.
Sveroy's story has appeared
in more than 400 world newspa-
pers and magazines, including 71re
New York-Tunes and TheLosAn.
geles Times. The story of his
infiltration into the neo-Nazi
movement in Gennany is also told
in his book, In Hitler's Shadow,
published by Doubleday books.
HBO produced a movie of
Svaroy's account entitled The In-
filtrator, starring Oliver Platt as
Yaron. Kenyon Hillel hopes to
feature the movie in next
semester's Jewish Film series.
The son of Holocaust survi-
Courtesy of Phil Samuell
Joggers entering the tunnel at Howard take advantage of the trail. The
14 mile trail connects Mount Vernon to Danville.
Kokosing River twice.enjoy for- stop in Gambier is home to a
esrs, wetlands, farms and villages special attraction a 1924 Chesa-
along the way, and end up in peake and Ohio caboose which
Danville 14 miles later. The rest • was restored by the Caboose
CoUrtesy ofMiched Cooper
Yaron Svaroy will speak on his
experience while infiltrating
Gennany's nee-Nazi movement.
vors, Svaroy was born on a Kib-
butz in the Israeli Desert in 1954.
He served as a Sergeant Major
in the Israeli Defense Force and
fought in both the Yom Kippur
War and tbe Lebanon War. Af-
ter military service, Svaroy
studied Political Science and In-
ternational Affairs at The
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
He then pursued a career in tbe
Israeli Central Police Colnmand,
investigating crimes ranging
from drug trafficking to murder.
Throughout his tenure as a de-
tective, Svaroy completed
studies in criminal justiee,
In 1985, he started working
towards a degree in Film Studies
and Communications at Queens
College in New York City. By
1991, he had completed a master's
degree in Media Studies. During
these years, Svaroy worked as a
journalist for Yediot America, a
weekly Israeli journal, Hadashot,
an Israeli Newspaper where he
reported on the activities of the
United Nations, and eventually he
served as editor of Manahalim,
Israel's leading magazine for ex-
ecutives.
Svaroy has also worked on
several international intelligence
operations in South America, Eu-
rope and Asia, under the
supervision of the international
detective finn, ICfS. He helped
bring down a money-laundering
ring in the East Asia, and went
undercover and single-handedly re-
covered millions of dollars stolen
from European banks by ex-
members of the Paraguayan
government.
Svaroy even worked for the
American Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) and Alcohol, To-
bacco and Firearms Unit (ATF).
This investigative experience
provided Svaroy with the neces-
sary skillsto infiltrate the nee-Nazi
organization. According to Hillel
Director Michael Cooper,
Svaroy's mission was of the ut-
most importance,
"As long as we are diligent
and vigilant, and exPJ8C them for
what they are. we can take mea-
sures to prevent these things from
occurring again," said Cooper.
Svaroy's talk takes place c0-
incidentally at the timeofthe yearly
observance of Krystallnacht.
Krystallnacbt, which means
"night of broken glass," symbol-
izes a night in 1938 when Nazi
thugs and hooligans wenlon a ram-
page throughout Jewish
neighborhoods breaking the win·
dows of synagogues, killing more
than 200 people and beatingcount-
less others.
There will be a Krystallnacht
memorial Saturday, Nov. 11,811
p.m, in G.und Commons. The me·
morial will feature an interpretive
dance program by the Manchester
Dance Ensemble of Akron, Ohio.
Renovation Project.
Phil Samuell, a resident of
Gambier since 1980, proposed the
idea of converting the railroad to a
recreational trail to the Knox
County Commissioners in 1985.
The Commissioners were pleased
with the idea, but could provide no
funds to support the effort. This
did not stop Samuell.
Instead, he states, "I went
searching and found federal
gasoline tax dollars that could•be used to construct alterna-
tive transportation projects, so
we applied and received $1.2
million to buy the property and
construct the path."
After th is first stage he conun-
ued, "We raised local donations in
1989 and 1990 10 pay for Ihe
$40,000 in engineering fees and
built the first section of the trail
from Mount Vernon to Gambier in
1991."
therefore, the trail is com-
pletely non-profit, funded and
maintained by volunteers. The
Knox County Commissioners
own the property and are legally
responsible for the trail, but the
12 member Board of Trustees
which consists of representa-
tives from towns and villages
the trail passes through oversee
the day to day operations. The
Board does not receive any fed-
"I got groped. I never get
groped," said one Halloween
partygoer, summing up the festivi-
ties of Saturday night. Paralleled
only by Ohio University, Kenyon's
Halloween Weekend isanticipated
as a weekend of skin, alcohol and
debauchery. We here in Gambier
aim to please. and the public was
not disappointed.
Due to embiguouseventsjel-
ther The Journey or Trustee
Weekend), the events of Satur-
day night were alcohol-free.
Technically.Saying the majority
of partygoers were heavily in-
toxicated would be like saying
ARA recycles a majority of its
food. It appeared as if nearly aU
guests were wasted. Security fre..
quented bolb major panics, 001
the ADs and Ibe Peeps _ Ibe
walkatbrougbs and botb parties
raged until 2 a.m. Tho impticaa
tiollS of a ptedominandy drunk
<:ampus PD a sub-.fiee weebDd
ore~. Akobol mll5l _ ap'
peored in stud .... •veinS by lOuie
of the Halloween $Oblins, as we
are IIlUCb too obcdlent to prea
party in our rooms when DOfree
beer will be. served. Ah, tbe joy of
waiting for a dry <:ampus to be
instated.
The two big events of the
night were the Peeps annual Hal-
loween Party and AD
UDderztound. ThePeeps provided
boIbUveandpn>-re<ordedm!'1ie,
and the ADs embraced their
techno seJ_1n Ke.!ll''''' badi-
eral, state or local tax dollars.
Every aspect of the maintenance
Of the trail is conducted by vol-
unteers who can be seen picking
up trash, trimming trees and cut-
ting grass.
Future plans for the trail in-
c1ude connecting it to the
state-wide Ohio to Erie Trail
which runs from Cincinnati to
Cleveland on former railroads
and canal paths. This trail would
come up from Columbus and
extend through Millersburg and
other points up north. Samuell's
excitement is evident as he ex-
plains the possibility of such an
extensive connection.
''This is truly a wonderful idea
where you could bike down the hill
from Old Kenyon, get on the
Kokosing Gap and ride to Colum-
bus or Cincinnati or up to
Cleveland," he said.
The possibilities for enjoy-
ment are endless on this beautiful
trail, thailks to a group of a dozen
volunteers committed to the Knox
County community.
If you would like more infor-
mation, check out their websit:e
htlp://Www.kokosinggaptrail.org!.
Also, for more information on the
more than 1,000 rails-to-trails visit
http://www.railtrails.org! and the
Ohio to Erie Trail visit !:l1.U2;Ll
www.obio-to-erje-trail.orl:!.
tional Halloween club experi-
ence. Like a good pep rally,
both events exhibited hyper
femininity and amplified mas-
culinity. One female partygoer
expressed concern that the typi-
cally respectful campus men
were uncharacteristically ag-
gressive. Let's face it: Halloween
is just a clever excuse to show
some skin. However, some cos-
tumes were more memorable than
others, such as the Tampon,
Roadkill or the ensemble of
Charlie's Angels. Charlie was
one lucky guy on Saturday
night. Numerous women let it
all hang out, while many men
erose-dressed as women. Foran
unexplained reason. Kenyon
men seem 10 take any occasion
to dress in costume asao excuse
to dress indrag. Regardless, any
holiday where we liberate our-
selves to d:reu as we dIoo8o
and get eompliments for it
shuald be cele1> .. ted mo.. ltiatl
once a year.
Tbo weekend pcoves it:
wbether Halloween is about
caody or beo1 and subsequent
hookups, it wUI always bold a
speeialplac.inourheart.D .....
ing in costumes makes VI aU a
little naughtier. a little saucier
and a liltIe leas likely to bide
our true solvea. We' be wait·
iug ,"",I Sbqc~ Your Mollter
\eIs .. do it alh,gain.
Work Ita¢, play-'
yqu IIOl\I wefund.
•
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One For The Road to begin GREAT season
Harold Pinter's drama about the 'it could happen to you' syndrome a powerful theatrical production
BY SARAH HART
Editor-in-Chief
Kenyon actors rise to the
challenge of depicting horrify-
ing reality in Harold Pinier's One
for the Road this weekend in the
KC The play is produced by
GREAT and will be performed
tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Admission is free.
"It's scary and twisted with
a little bit of reality-actually, a
lot a bit of reality," said actress
Alexis Mallen '03, who plays
Gila, a mother and rape victim.
Pinter wrote One For the
Road after having a conversation
at a party with two Turkish girls
who would not believe people
had been tortured in their coun-
try. The play centers around a
family and its encounters with
the government embodied by an
official named Nicolas, played
by Serge Burbank '02. The play
takes the shape of interrogations
6etween Nicolas and each of the
characters in two person scenes.
"This play is about these
three characters and what we're
watching is their reactions to
Nicolas, their ways of dealing
with him," said Burbank.
Many of the details of the
play, however, are left unsaid.
•••••••••••••••••• •
: '7lJ'UHiflJ'fl :• y, •• •
: 'lIUlAlflJ'S :• •• •
• Movie-line: •• •
: 392.2220 :,...............•• •
OJ Meet tbe Parents PO13 •
: Fri - Thur 5:15,7:30,9:45:
• Sa- Su 12:45,3:00 •
• 5:15,7:30,9:45·• •• •• Remember the TItans PO •
• Fri - Thur 5:10,7:20,9:30·• •• Sa - Su 12:50,3:00.
• 5:10,7:20,9:30.• •• •• BlairWitch 2 R.
• Fri-Thur 5:10,7:10,9:10.
• 0 •Sa - Su 1:10,3:1,5:10.
• 7:10,9:10.• •
: Bedazzled PO13 :
• Fri-Thur 5:15,7:15,9:15.
·Sa-Su 1:15,3:15,5:15.• •• 7:15,9:15_
• •
• linle Vampires PO·
: Fri - Thur 5:00 :
lISa-SlI 1:00,3:00,5:00.• •• •• •
• Lucky Numbers R •
; Frj - Thur 7:00,9:10 :
• Sa -Su 7:00,9:]0_
• •
: Charlie's Angels PO13 :
• Fri - Thur 5:20,7:20,9:20_
• Sa - Su 1:20,3:20,5:20-• •• 7:20,9:20.
• The Legend of •
'.I Bagger Vance PO13 -
: Fri - Thur 4:30,7:00,9:30 :
• sa - Su 1:30,4:30,7:00 •
• 9:00·• •..._ _ ..
IFYou Go
What: GREAT's
One fOr the Road
When: Tonight &
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: KC
"The power of the play lies
in thai we're not told the decade,
the country, the political situa-
tion or even the crime the family
is accused of committing against
the government," said Marc
Miller '03, who plays Victor, the
father. "All that is secondary be-
cause it can and does happen
everywhere."
According to the cast, Pinter
wrote the play in 1984 and '85 as
a reaction to the conditions in
Turkey, specifically basing it on
conversations he had with two
people about the subject. One
for the Road, however, is not
written about Turkey or any spe-
cific country.
"It's an idea that can be ap-
plied to lots of situations," said
Burbank, citing a production in
which the actor playing Victor
was English and the actor play-
ing Nicolas was Irish.
I know this was a hard play to find in print.
Since we started doing it, people have asked
for copies. It's fun to revive a show that has
fallen out of sight. Since it's so overtly politi-
cal, people are less likely to do it.
---'Serge Burbank '02
Burbank decided to perform
the play at Kenyon after using
. one of the monologues as an au-
dition piece. "One of the people
[I was auditioning for] asked
about the play and Iknew noth-
ing about it. They said I should
read the plays I used," he said.
Burbank did read the play after
that and thought it an "interest-
ing exercise" he'd like to try at
Kenyon.
"I know this was a hard play
10 find in print. Since we started
doing it, people have asked for
copies. It's fun to revive a show
Ihat has fallen out of sight. Since
it's so overtly political, people
are less likely to do it," said
Burbank.
The greatest challenge for
the cast has been dealing with
the intense subject matter and
also the reality of that subject
matter. Playing the family mem-
bers was also difficult, not only
in imagining and trying to relate
to their torture, but also in trying
to transcend the victimization.
"As actors' we had to find
. other ways to have differem tac-
tics," Miller said, "not just be
victims of fortune."
"This being real is really
scary," said Mallen. "It's hard
for me to picture coming down-
stairs from being raped countless
times and actually be doing stuff
<ij1danswering. Serge had to keep
saying 'You've been raped.'?'
"My hardest pan was with
Alexis, the issue of rape," said
Burbank.
"He gave me a hug after each
scene," said Mallen.
Watching the play is fright-
ening as well, said Emily Buck
'03, who plays Nicky, the seven-
year-old daughter. "It hitsharder
every time you see it-the real-
ity," she said.
"There's a constant need 10
find relief humorously-it's hard
to bear down and go into these
scenes. We .wanr to keep that
distance," said Burbank.
"It's an interesting study in
what absolute power does to a
person-and how willing we are
to use this 'over fellow human
beings," said Miller.
"Nicolas sees himself as the
voice of God," said Burbank,
"and God is the state-in es-
sence, these people, in his eyes,
have sinned and they need to be
punished."
"This play is so fuJI of
things," said stage manager Lisa
Sakai '03. "It could be two hours
[instead of an hour], every line
means something."
Said Miller, "It's important
for American audiences, in par-
ticular, to see tfiis play because
it's such a foreign idea for Ameri-
cans-the notion that the
government could destroy the
family. We take for granted, most
of us, that this won't happen to
"U>.
The play was directed as a
collaborative effort between the
cast and crew, which also in-
eludes assistant stage manager
Shaun Berry '03.
Jantsch brings energy, expertise to stage
MEGAN RAFFERlY
Staff Writer
Nancy Jantsch, adjunct in-
structor of music at Kenyon, will
give a soprano voice recital in
Storer Hall Sunday at 7;30 p.m.
She will be accompanied by con-
cert pianist Michael Lester.
Jentsch will be singing ro-
mantic art songs by American
composers. "An art song allows
the composer to express his or her
philosophical views, personality
and of len 10 events in his life,"she
said.
"Canti Della Lontananza"
(Songs of the Absence) was com-
posed by Gian Carlo Menotti
because his friend Samuel Barber
had left the country and gone into
seclusion. "Despite and Still" by
Barber is based on PQ;Cmsby Rob-
ert Graves, Theodore Roethkc and
James Joyce.
Jantsch will also sing "Mostly
about Love" by Virgil Thomson
and "Sacred Songs for Pantheists" •
by Raben Ward.
"[Janisch] isan extremely fine
. singer,"saidJamesD.andCornelia
W. Ireland Chair of Music Ben-
jamin Locke, chair of the music
department. "Kenyon is very for-
tunate to have her teaching and
performing."
"She is the most knowledge-
able and particular teacher l've
ever had," said Stephanie Skinner
'04. "She's always whipping out
her diagrams and showing me ex-
Ie You Go
What: Nancy Jantsch
soprano voice recital
When: Sunday
7:30p.m.
'Where: Storer recital
hall
actly what my vocal cords are do-
ing instead of just telling me."
"Extremely qualified" is a
term that comes to mind when one
hears about Jentsch's academic
and musical accomplishments. She
received her first bachelor's de-
gree from Baldwin-Wallace
college in musical education
(voice) and minored in piano. She
taught in public schools and then
sang in the New City Opera in
Denver.
When her children began
school, she went to Oberlin for
three years where she received
another bachelor's degree in vo-
cal performance and a master's
degree in opera theater. She taught
at Lorain County Community Col-
lege for three years and then moved
to Columbus.
"I decided to go to [OhioState
University] to become acquainted
with the musicians in Columbus,"
she said. This recital is one of her
flnal requirements for her doctor-
ate in vocal performance.
Janisch has a very musical
household. She met her husband
when they were both singing in the
Cleveland Orchestra Chorus, her
son isajazzpianistand herdaugh-
ter is a junior tuba major at
Interlochen Academy.
"I love leaching at Kenyon,"
Janisch said. "The atmosphere in
the music department is very
friendly and supportive of the stu-
dents' needs and personal
development."
The recital is free and open to
the public.
Courtesy ofKc.nYOIl Colkgc Music Deparcnent
Adjuncr Instructor of VoiceNancy Jantseh will perform a compilarion of
Art Songs by American Composers on Sunday in Scorer Hall at 7:30 .p.m.
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Journey creators share source of inspiration
BYADAMSAPP
& TRACYMIllER
A& EEdlrcrs
Before the Halloween
night concert given by pop
start Edwin McCain and
"The Journey creator Eric
Saperston, Collegian A & E
editors Adam Sapp and
Tracy Millertalked with the
two about thier own jour-
neys in both music and life.
Collegian: How did you de-
cide to do this project?
EM: Eric was speaking at
Fuhrman University and I
was a big fan ofTheJourney
Project. I, at that point, was
just a fan, watching it on a
short film. I went and saw
him perform at Fuhrman,
and a couple of students rec-
ognized me and went to their
work for a living.
EM: Oh I work. I wanna be
a fireman.
ES: Well, I think you can
either follow the secure path
in life, which is kind of what
you envision your life as
being, what you want to be,
you go to school, you get a
job, you get a family. There
is nothing wrong with those
things, they areall very hon-
orable. But all these kind of
'happy extremes' are what
we want to be.
A lot of times those
things aren't necessarily
nurtured by our family and
friends 'cause they don't
think we can make a living
at it. We knowalotufpeople
that didn't listen to those
voices, and did what they
wanted to do anyway, and
points in their lives as finish ES: I don't think I have ever
lines, like if I get to this been cynical growing up. I
pointthenl'lIbehappy,orif have always been sort of a
Iget this amount of money I dreamer since Iwas a kid
will be happy, but the real and so Ihave always sort of
beauty and gift in life is the pursued that. Ihave never
ability to chase after your met many pessimists that
perfect someday, because have done well. You know,
someday always moves fa- there's something inherently
ther away. It's all in the spiritualaboutlifeforpeople
running of the race. Its all in who are optimistic. It's not
the journey that you truly Iikebeingcheesilyoptimis_
love. The limiters are the tic. You know there's a
people that say you'll never differenceinbeinglike''throw
make any money doing that some fairy dust out there and
or you know how many watchmagichappen."That's
people have tried to do that; just not taking educated risks,
you know all that stuff surrounding yourself with
doesn't matter. ffyou truly people who are smarter than
love doing something, you to advise you, and then
money takes care of itself, it looking at life asa lesson and
always does: You know not to look at things as sue-
when they say starving art- cess or failure.
ist, they have never really Success and failure are
been starving, they've al- like, if you believe in failure
wayshadfoodandaplacelo that's a bummer, if you be.
Iieve in success that's a
bummer, it's just sort of like
dealing with what is. It's
staying positive about
what's happening to you,
looking for the lessons
within what's happening to
you and moving whatever
your dream is one step for-
ward each day. How
powerful are you in your
life in the face of non agree-
mcnr? If you declare that
you want to go to the moon,
there are going to be a 101 of
people who tell youcan'tdo
that. So, who are you in the
face of nonagreement? Can
you move your goal one-
inchforwardatatime? You
have to believe in it.
Phceo Coumsy of Thcjourneyftlm •.com
James Brown was one of the many people Sapemon met while making the foccage for his
film The Journey, which was recently submitted to the Sundance Film Festival.
rooms and got a guitar and
said "hey won't you play,"
so basically I crashed his
gig the first day we met.
And then after the show, we
were sitting around kind of
what-ifflng and I said you
know, hey we could do that,
go around and do
storytelling, and it came
about. We put it together,
showed it at a couple of col-
leges and the next thing you
know, "Jud'samillionaire."
Collegian: What is the best
thing you do for your audi-
ence?
ES: What we are trying to
do really, is to be a stand for.
To really encourage people
10 do what they want. We
are blessed to be recipients
of living out our passions.
We don't work for a living.
We're busy, but we don't
they've made a living, and
they are really happy and
they get up fulfilled and they
go to bed fulfilled. Those
are the type of people we
like to hang out with. And
that's why we are out here
trying to encourage more
people.
Collegian: Do you consider
yourselves artists?
EM: We'reofsimilarminds
really. In that, damn the tor-
pedoes, I dropped out of
college once and figured I
could make a hundred dol-
lars a night playing guitar at
restaurants, I was like,
"There you go."
Iwish Icould have this
really great poem called
"The Station"-! couldn't
recite it if you pointed a gun
mme, but the basic ideacifit
is thai everybody equates••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: Checkout TheJourney's website page :
: and watch their 13minute short film :• •: of "TheJourney" at http:// :
: www.TheJourne ..mm.com/:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
live, but it's when you as-
pire to be a multi-billionaire
then obviously you'd have
to be pursuing commercial
realestateorsometbing. But
to people who are pursuing
unconventional dreams, we
are here to say, 'Hey,
whether or not you succeed,
it's OK to try.'
Where I am now in my
life is 1000 times different
than I had envisioned, I
didn't envision the level of
success I have now-I was
ready to be Eddie Van
Halen. Thatwasgoingtobe
my gig. Now what I have
found isthat I am much hap-
pier as a singer/songwriter
and livin' in my little house
in Greenville and life has
sortofunfolded for me. This
is all part of our mantra of
letting life unfold for you in
the direction of your dreams.
Collegitm: Haveyou always
been this optimistic about
life? Did you ever go
through that cynical stage
asalcenagerorinyourearly
twenties?
EM: It's like he's saying,
we were taught right and
wrong, good and bad, win
or lose since we were little
kids. No one has ever talked
different. There's different
energy in the outcomes and
it's how you deal with your
outcome. My answer, and
especially in life, is it's just
never take no for an answer
and eventually it has to be
yes. Imean it'sjust amaUer
of how long you are willing
to outlast no. That's exactly
what Eric did.
'I' Whenlwasafreshman
in college I though "oh my
God, you know, how in the
world am J supposed to ever
be out in this world, this is
insane. I don't wauna work
mabank, I don't wannaend
up a yes man, file all day.
We're just here to offer help,
somethinglwishl had when
I was in college. Iwas over-
whelmed with the idea, but
it's not to say "hey this is
not an excuse tocutout, it's
an excuse to apply yourself
to whatever it is you really
truly love."
Imean, if Ihad spent as
much time as I had with
music designing alrcrafts, I
would work for Boeing. It's
not for lack of effort, en.
ergy or intelligence. Our
ideaofchasingadream isn't
an excuse, it's actually an
invitation to work harder
than you ever have.
ES: People say that you can
work eight hours a day for
someone or 16 hours a day
for yourself. There's no
short cut anyway. You
wanna follow your dream
and do what you love? It's
gonna take 16 hours a day
and then its genua take ab-
solute faith in yourself to
deliver. And you work hard.
EM:Andsomeluck.lnthe
requisite equation, there is
luck in everything.
Collegian: So do you think
you have been lucky?
ES: Iwould go as far to say
that you make your own
luck. In a living. there's got
to be the Universe kind of
law that provides. You
know, I don't mean to be
spiritual, but there's a URi-
versal Law out there. One of
the universal laws is that
when you ask for help you
get it. If you are arrogant and
know it all, then you don't
gel helped along in life. You
know Ihere are these sort of
paradoxes in life. By design,
you throw caution to the
wind. It's like burning the 1;0""'"
boats when you get to the
island. 'Cause once you bum
the boats you can never go
back. Then your survival
depends on how well you
can see, hear and sense op-
portunity.
You see. Edwin is com-
pletely aware-acutely
aware. because the degree
by which you are aware is
the degree in which luck
happens. Because you are
paytngauentlon. Youareout
there. You did what you
said you were going to do
because you hear things that
most people aren't listening
to because they are not that
hungry. So, 'luck' happens
for you at a greater level,
which can be perceived as
luck by people that aren't
paying attention, but you
have created that luck by
paying attention. You have
created that opportunity.
Someone once told me
that plans are useful, but not
to get attached to them.
Whatever it is you want to
be, you have to give up what
the outcome is going to be.
You kind of gel in a cart
that's going to lake you and
then go where it takes you.
You have to give up the con-
trol of where it's going to
go. All you can concentrate
on is keeping on doing what- ""
ever it is you are doing and
trust that the cart will take
you there. ItwiII always pro-
vide for you if you trust
where it's going to go ..• It's
when you ••.second guess it
and over analyze it that you
kill the very magic that's
guiding you somewhere.
•_ .....
Eric Sopaxoo (1efr) and Edwin M<CUn _ the ........ oflffi,inT_ .......
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GCLA award winner totread from first book
Orem's short story collection, Zombi; YouMy Love, just might waken the 'zombified world' to life
BYTRACY MIllER
A&Eeditor
Even though Halloween is,
over, )'ou haven', missed your
chance for a close encounter with a
Zombi, Fiction writer William
Oo-m will read from his first book,
Zombi, You My Love, Wednesday
at 5 p.m. in Weaver Cottage.
Orem's visit is sponsored by the
English department along with the
Great Lakes College Association.
Hailing from Bloomington,
Indiana, Orem is a writer for Na-
tional Publ ie Radio and has
published short stories and poetry
in small presses. Orem is touring
the Great lakes colleges under
specialcircumstances:Zombi, You
My Love has been awarded the
2000 Great Lakes College Asso-
ciation First Book Award.
The OLeA grants this award
annually to one work of fiction and
one book of poetry that have been
submitted for consideration by pub-
fishers. Three judges are selected
from participating schools each
year. This year, Professor of Bn-
glish Jennifer Clarvoe judged the
fiction selections.
"Every lime I've judged, in
fiction and in poetry,"said Clarvoe,
"there are a number of books that
can be quickly disqualified, a num-
ber of books that are solid but
somewhat homogeneous, and a
small handful-usually two or
three-that really stand out as dis-
tinctive." Orem's book definitely
falls into the latlercategory, avoid-
ing, as Ciarvoc put it, the "disguised
autobiographical vignettes" of
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
many first books, rnakingforsome-
thing truly imaginative and
original. "I can tell you," said
Clarvoe, "that Drem's book was
on all three of the judges' finalist
lists."
Zombi., You My Love is a col-
lection of 23 short stories set in
Haiti, with titles such as "lot Bo
Dlo," ''lbe Beauty of that Face"
and "Labourers in the Valley of the
lord." These stories are told in
r,
William Orem
Courtesy of Amawn.com
The cover of William Orems first book, Zombi, YouMJ Laue.
LIP SYNCING THEIR WAY TO FAME ...
." .---------------------------------,
F;enzied female fans rushed the sage as Kenyon's very own boy band, The Booty Boya, won the Lareniees Lip
Sync contest last Friday night in Rosse Hall. The Boyz dazzled audience members with their choreographed
rendition ofN*SYNC's "It's Gonna Be Me.6 Members from left to right are IanMalone '01, Chris
VanNostrand '02, Dan Michelmore '01 and Brian Goldman '01.
Jamnesty rocks out Pub
inorder to raise awareness
styles ranging from sharp and jour-
nalistic to magical realism.
"The stories don't split neatly
into different types," said Ctarvoe.
"Instead, they convince the reader
that there is no one way to tell
Haiti's story-that it is many dif-
ferent stories mixed up together,
stories that have to be told in as
many different ways as there are
kinds of people in Haiti." The sto-
ries are connected by the idea that
"the whole world is zombified,
ready forthesalt that will waken us
to life," asOrem slates in the book.
Orem's reading Wednesday
gives Kenyon students the chance
to hear a potentially great writer
whose star is still on the rise.
"OLCA prize winners have a good
BY DAN ALPER
Staff Writer
This Friday, November 3, the
campus will be treated to the fine
musical extravaganza known as
Jamnesty. The twice-yearly festi-
val, sponsored by Amnesty
International, is mostly about good
tunes and good work.
Not only do overworked
Kenyon students gel an opportu-
nity to hangout with friends,listen
to some jamming music and eat
pizza, but they are also able to
learn about human rights issues
currently troubling our great na-
tion and the world at large.
Aone dollardonation is asked
for as admission and, along with
the pizza and music, there will be
several petitions at the door that
students can read over and sign if
they feel so inclined.
"Lenerwritingandcampaign-
Ing actually do make a difference,"
said sophomore Amnesty member
Eric Vazquez. "Even more so on
the intra-national level because
many times goverment officials
are interested in what their con-
stituents have to say."
Petitions from previous years
II 'I'm' Go
What: Fiction reading
by William Orem
When: Wednesday,
5 p.rn
Where: Weaver Corrage
track record, often goingon to dis-
tinguished careers," said Clarvoe.
"They're new writers that haven't
done many readings, so they're
excited to be here."
Orem's reading is free and
open to the public. The OLCA will
next bring the winner of the First
Book Award for poetry in spring.
covered topics such as demanding
a new trial for the still imprisoned
death row inmate Mumia Abu-
Jamal and a letter to President
Clinton to support the ratification
of CEDA W. This year they will
cover the new FAST (Fast Action
Stops Torture) campaign, which
supports urgent action to curb the
use of torture throughout the world.
Even if one does not choose to
sign a petition, Jamnesty is pre-
sented with the hope that the festival
has opened the door to further dis-
cussion of the issues. Jamnesty
exists as the hopeful starting point
for great future discussion and de-
bate.
Eight bands/musicians will
takethestagebetween lOp.m. and
2 a.m., each band will playa 30
minute set. At 10, there's Dealer
Takes 4. Following them at 10:30
will be the Karpinos/ Bonomo
Project, with Brooks Was Here
taking to the stage at I l , At 11 :30,
Chris Meyers performs, followed
by Thom Guillou at midnight, and
The Rumrats hit the stage at 12:30.
Mike Delay demonstrates his mu-
sical abilities at 1 and Fritz
Horstman finisbes off the night at
1,30,
.....0'"'"
The Rumrats-Shane O'NeiU, Liam O'Malley, Jerry Finnegan, Colm
"Wolfman" O'Flynn and Paddy O'Mickey-are among many artistS
performing at Jamnesty on Friday in Philander's Pub. The 'Rats take the
stage at 12:30 a.m,
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GREAT to present show that's 'not about money'
Student theater group showcases drama about men, women and what they do when they're together
-
II YIH CoBYGILREYES
Editor-in-Chief
What: GREAT's
The Food Chain
When: Tomorrow &
Sunday, 8 p.m.
Where: KC
GREAT's production of
Nicky Silver's comedy The Food
Chain runs tomorrow and Sunday
in the KC at 8 p.m.
Anna fisher '03, the show's
director, was quick to offer the
definitive quote on the show. "[Pro-
fessor of drama and department
chair} Harlene Marley says every
play is about sex ':ITmoney. This
play's definitely not about money."
The Food Chain opens with
the frantic anorexic poet Amanda,
played by Rebecca Stein '04, call-
iog a crisis hotlise, Sophomore
Ashley Parker's character. Sea, is
at the other end of the line. Bea
provides Amanda with nothing but
useless advice and the scene
quickly becomes a competition to
see who is more miserable. The
DOESN'T Hl\VE TO BE 1\
... 0... ":"'t'-!l.L'<nCUJ,£
~
birthrMrb
\Un spob
unwantro hair, tIllloos
spidET wins
fine' lioo and wrinkkl
ce-llulite'and more',
The"~odyrnhonce"mmt Cmte"f
397-4430
mm, womm. one! mildrm wrIcomr
phone call ends when her quiet sex
maniac husband Ford, played by
Michael Allen '04, unexpectedly
returns home after being gone for
three weeks. Ford anives from his
new boyfriend's home to pick up
his clothes but "gets side tracked,"
said Allen.
In the next scene Serge Stubin,
played by Dave Delucia '03, an
underwear model in love with Ford
waits for him to return. Serge' s ex-
lover, Otto Wood nick, played by
Will Gahagan '03.shoW8 up plead-
ing with Serge to take him back.
Delucia described Otto as a "fat,
wheezing lump of despair,"
Stage Manager Carter Swope
'03 said the play "definitely plays
off of stereotypes." These stereo-
types include gay, anorexic,
Jewish, fat and pathetic. The cast
has had fun playing with the ex-
tremes of their characters.
"I've never had any experi-
ence with stalking gay underwear
models," said Gahagan. "[The
play's] about self image and how
we get obsessed about things."
"Don't let them fool you," said
Stein. "It's about sex."
Fisher said the play deals with
more than just relationships and
sex, however. "It's also a story
about feeling unwanted, being
alone, letting a loved one slip
through your fingers and finding a
way to move on from a painful
relationship. But Nicky Silver tells
it in a humorous way to sort of
poke fun at how psychotic.people
become when they love someone.
"TIle play is hilarious because
the lengths 10which the characters
go to win over another character's
heart are absolutely ridiculous. I
think anyone who comes to see this
play can relate to at least [one]
character, no matter how extreme
that character may be."
Parker's character, Rea, sums
up: "The food. chain is as it always
was. Mep rule the world and pe-
nises rule men. But who rules the
penises? We do."
By the end of the play all five
characters discover connections
between each other and, even
though every one has unhealthy
relationships, they manage to do
as Bea says, "banning together not
pulling apart."
Admission tolheshow is free.
AmyG
Bccca Stein '04 and Michael Allen '04 rehearse chier roles as Amanda
and Ford for this weekend's performances of The Food Chain.
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Film Critics
Whlle
Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley Audilorium
The second film in the trilogy
by Krzysztof Kieslowski, White,.
deals with issues of contemporary
French society. All three filmscen-
ter around the colors and symbols
of tbe French flag. Last week's
filmBluerepraented liberty, 1t7oite
representsequality,andRedrcpre--
sents fraternity.
White deals with the inequali-
ties in a marriage between a Polish
hair dresser and his French wife.
After his wife divorces him be--
cause of his sexual inabilities, he is
forced to return to Poland, though
his love for her has hardly sub-
sided.
Brilliantly directed, this story
unravels as a tortured yet beautiful
laic of love and betrayal.
RED
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
The last film in Kieslowski's
trilogy. Red is the simplest, yet
\ possibly the most louching of the
L ....I Ihree.1bcfilmfollowsthestoryof
Valenlinc,a young model who lives
in Geneva. After a seemingly in-
consequential meeting with a
cynical retired judge, Valentine
befriends Ihe man who habitually
eavesdropsonbisneighbocs'phone
conversations. The story of this
friendship is moving without be-
ing overly sentimental.
Red has astounding perfor-
mances by Irene Jacobs as
Valentine and Jean-Louis
Trintignant as the judge. This film
crosses cultural and generational
boundariesby scrotinizinglbeoon-
cepl of fraternity.
Made by a Polish dircctorwith
a mixed cast: of French and Swiss
actors, Red is a film about issues
that. all humans deal witb regard-
less of nationality.
A Thasud CIowas
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m,
Hjg/<y AudiIorIom
This film shows tbat good
screenwritiDg makes all the differ-
ence. Herb Gardner's script is
witty and admirable, and when
acted by an outstanding casl, makes
for a superb film. A Thoustmd
Clownsisoftenoverlookcdbycon-
temporary viewers, bUIit's worth a
watch. The story centeJs around
Murray Bums, played by Jason
Robarbs, and bis son Arnold, and
what happens when asocial worker
comes intotheirlivestomakesure
that Arnold is in a good home.
Sandra Markowitz plays the so- ..
cial worker who falls in love with
Murray over the course of work-
ing with him and his SOD.
Nominated for Best Picture in
\965. this film will charm you by
presenting a story that is satirical
and tragic at the same time.
Tbe Pawnbroker
Tuesday, 10:15 p.m.
Olin AudiIorIom
Sol Nazerman(playedby Rod
Steiger in an Oscar nominated
role). a survivor of the Holocaust
that took his wife and family, isa
~wnbrok~inHme~ Hehas
pushed away everyone and every-
Ihing. He cares aboul nothing; be
feels nothing. Neither his eager
sbopassistaDt(laimeSanchez)nor._y socialworker(GeIaldine
Fitz~ean....,togettbrougb
to him. He carries on a lifeless
affairwithlbcwifeofanotbercon- ....
Ctlntration camp victim and feels
nothing for bis neighbors or cus-
tomers. A3 the anniversary dale of
his own lola arrives and passes,
his world of molaliOD begins to
ClaCk. Voic:eI, visions, and cal-
enders bc&ia. to haunt him as his
fears begin 10 consume his life.
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Jackie Esworthy was killed by a drunk driver one week
after her high school graduation.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.
e
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Kenyon equestrian team gets back in the saddle
BYJEN JUDSON
SWfRq>o=
Last Saturday and Sunday,
the Kenyon Equestrian team trav-
eled 10Otterbein College to com-
pete in an IHSA show along with
numerous other colleges.
Competitors included
Denison, Western Michigan Uni-
versity, Eastern Michigan Univer-
sity, Grand Valley State Univer-
sity, Ohio Wesleyan University,
University of Michigan, Univer-
sity of Findlay, Otterbein College
and a few others.
Competitors on the Kenyon
team included Whitney Brown
'04 competing in the walk/trot
event, Margaret Crews '03 par-
ticipating in the advanced walk!
trol/canter event, Talley Smith
'03 in the novice flat fences, as
well as Tori Steen '04 and Sa-
rah Pearce-Batten '01 in the
open flat/intermediate fences
and Claire Bohnengel '02 par-
ticipating in open flat and
fences.
Itwas the Kenyon team's rust
show this year after losing their
previous coach who left to train
at Colby Sawyer in New Hamp-
shire. They recently acquired new
coach Laurie Maxwell, a new
training facility and three horses.
According t'?Bohnengel they
are working towards having a full
team, "that [has] riders compet-
ing in every division so that we
can be competitive."
Even though they had a
smaller amount of riders they
seemed to fair very well at the
competition this past weekend,
placing sixth out of 11 teams.
"There are eight divisions,
which generally have one 'point
rider' from each school whose
placing goes toward the team's
overall points," said Smith. "Be-
cause our team is too small to have
l.l rider in all of the divisions, we
miss out on possible point oppor-
tunities. But our riders made up for
it by doing very well in their
classes, placing us sixth out of
eleven (much larger) teams."
They also went away from the
competition with three first place
medals earned by the two new
freshman, a second place medal,
a fourth, three fifth places and a
few sixth places as well.
""We did really well consider-
ing our three weeks of practice and
our small team, .. said Brown.
During the competition the
team was faced with many chal-
lenges. The first being assigned an
unfamiliar horse in a random
drawing.
"It is always intimidating bav-
ing to get on a horse whose name
you draw from a hat," said Crews.
"You are not even allowed to
warm up on the horse, however
you may get some tips from the
horse's handler and those who
have already ridden the horse.
Most of the horses are very safe,
it is the tcchnical stuff that Iworry
'It is always intimidating having to get on a horse
whose name you draw from a hat. You are not
even allowed to warm up on the horse, however
you may get some tips from the horse's handler
and those who have already ridden the horse.'
-Margaret Crews '03
about the most, like if the horse
picks up its leads easily or if it
spooks or doesn't get along with
other horses that might be in the
ring."
Pan of the purpose of the
competition is the focus On the
ability for a rider to be able to con-
trol and ride any horse that is
thrown their way.
"You have to try and learn
and listen to the horse and adapt
your riding style according to that '
panicular animal," said Smith.
Smith also said that in order
to be better prepared for competi-
lion, one must ride a variety of dif-
ferent horses and to get used to 00.
ingso.
It is simply the luck of the
draw when being assigned a horse
at random but it is done so that
nobody competing has a particu-
larly unfair advantage with a horse
during competition.
The other challenges faced in
competition focused on being able
to control any horse, have the cor-
rect posture and positioning and
being able to steer the horse
around or over obstacles and to be
able to get the horse to pick up it's
pace or slow it down.
Therefore there are multiple
things a rider must focus on in or-
der to compete effectively.
"In over fences classes, there
are approximately eight fences,"
said Bohnegle. "The fence types
are vertical and oxers and courses
may includc'in and outs'-a se-
ries offences set together closely
with only ne or two strides in be-
tween. For flat classes the riders
are lested on three gaits, no jump-
iag,"
"In an over fences class, you
must be sure to jump over each
fence in a set order making sure
you get the correct amount of
strides in between each fcnce,
among other things," said Smith.
Despite the challenge of the
novice ,fence event which Smith
participated in, she felt, "very
well prepared. Our new coach,
Laura Maxwell, is an excellent
teacher who has taught us all a lot
already in the past few weeks
we've been riding with her."
On the other hand Whitney
Brown did not feel prepared for
the competition as, "I had only
had five lessons this season and I
really didn't know what to ex-
pect." She felt she could have
done beUer said, "a lot of the com-
petition is just luck depending on
the horse you draw, what the
judges think and how you are
feeling at the moment."
'" felt okay to show." Crews
said, "Many schools have been
practicing since August so we were
clearly behind in that aspect, yet I
think we did really well and we can
only get better."
With the help of Linda
Smolack, faculty advisor to the
team, they work out of a barn near
the environmental center where
Ihey ride horses that are currently
on loan to them from people in the
area. The Kenyon horses are named
Buck Eye, Remy and Speedy.
As a team, the members are re-
sponsible for the care of the horses
and for maintaining the barn in
whi<:hthe three animals are housed.
The team must also pay for the
cost of food, board at the bam, vet
costs, farrier costs and anything
else that comes along.
Team members must get up
every morning at 8a.m. to feed the
horses and tum them out. At night
they have to muck their stalls and
feed them again.
"You are not a real rider until
you've fallen off," said Brown.
Ludi live: Lords rugby captain Ludi Ghesquiere
sounds off on the fans' favorite spectator sport
BYJAYHELMER
Staff Reporter
TheKenyon Collegian: Wheredid
you start playing rugby?
Junior Ludi Ohesquierre: Istarted
here, I'd never played before, I
played football in high school and
Soccer when Iwas younger. The
three sports are similar, there's a
lot of overlap, but I really only
started here Freshman year. Also
wrestling, wrestling is probably
Ihebest thing you can do in prepa-
ration for rugby. 1loved wrestling.
Ithink it builds character
KC: And you have been captain
how long?
LG: I've been captain since last
spring, I took over for Jevon
Noretson. Somebody got injured,
they put me in and I've been play-
ing ever since.
KC; What do you think offhe team
this season?
LG:This season it's a young team
and it's a small learn, and initially
I thought this would just be a re-
building year. But we have basi-
cally a coach; he's a fonner player
who teaches 6th grade at Wiggins
Street school, Sieve Miller. He just
wants 10 play, and he knows quite
a bit about rugby, as a result of
being down there he's ended up
teaching us a lot about this game.
And what's happened to this pro-
gram in the last 10 years, is it has
become kind of an inbred form of
rugby. Guys come here, tbey don't
know much about rugby, and the
only things they learned are from
other players, who have only
learned from being here. So you
miss a lot of things, tbis team
doesn't do a lot of things that ale
basic and ~lemcnllllY, and be
[Coach MilIer]just showed us a tot
of basic elementary things, which
bas made this group of young guys
who have never played before be-
come technically pretty sound. A2
a result we've had a much more
successful season than Ithought.
Everyone was in shape, and they're
technically good ruggers. Ourtwo
wins (both over Bowling GreeD
University] were huge upsets. The
other two games we lost were by
incredibly close margins. They
were games we should have won,
but we fell apart in the second half,
which can be attributed to our
youth and inexperience.
KC: What do you think scared
Bowling Green oft? [Kenyon was
supposed to play Bowling Green
again last Saturday, but they did
not sbow.]
LG: I do not know what happened,
tbat is poor sportsmanship. I
haven't talked to them yet, it
. wouldn't surprise me if it were a
miscommunication. Theircoach is
an honorable guy. But at the same
time, our coach was from Bowl-
ing Green, and he said in the 2
years he was there, they never lost.
II was a dirty game and we
whopped them, and there were
hard feelings afterward. It
wouldn't surprise me if they didn't
show as like a "F··· you" to us.
Their A team is Division I their one
see WDI TALKI"'8" 19
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Cross country teams sparkle
The Lords finish first, Ladies snag third at NCAC meet, and
Gomez named NCAC Coach of the Year over the weekend
'This is the best cross-country team in Kenyon
College history. These Lords will go down in the
books as champions, their feats will be the stuff of
legends and their season's accomplishments the
goal of every team after them.'
-Rob Passamore '01
BY OWEN BEETHAM
Staff Reporter
"It was an exciting and
great day in Kenyon Cross
Country for the 17th annual
NCAC Cross Country Champi-
onships," said Head Coach
Duane Gomez.
Both the Lords and the La-
dies had a strong showing. The
men finished first overall with
their best score in NCAC his-
tory.
The Ladies finished third
with a score of 87.
The Ladies were led by
Junior Katherine Kapo, who
finished eighth in 19:13.80 and
claimed second team ali-con-
ference honors.
Melissa Hurley '01 fin-
ished second for the Ladies,
and placed 16th overall.
Chasing Hurley was
sophomore Meg Biddle, only
1.2 seconds behind. Then came
freshman Tenaya Britton in
20:10 flat.
Britton, Biddle and Hurley
all captured third team all-con- "
ference slots.
Two other freshmen, Laura
Koss and Katie Tully, had out-
standing performances in fin-
ishing 31st and 32nd respec-
tively.
The men'steam was in full
form once, again, placing their
top five finishers in the top 1L
Once again, Vince Bvener '01
led the way, finishing first and
breaking the NCAC record in
25:17.10.
'His performance earned
the title of NCAC champion as
well as the NCAC runner of
the year.
Greg Remaly '03 finished
second, and Ben Hildebrand
'03 finished fourth.
Freshman Andrew Sisson
finished 16th, and was selected
as the NCAC newcomer of the
year.
Cary Snyder '02 finished
sixth in 25:28.80. He was ec-
static about the team's perfor-
mance.
"This team has run incred-
ible all year," said Snyder.
"The conference meet was no
exception. The large group of
alumni and teammates who
made the trip up to Oberlin to
help cheer us on were espe-
cially effective in propelling
us to the title. [The team has
a} wonderful opportunity to
finish amoung the top three
teams in the regional meet and
advance to nationals."
Evener,Remaly,
Hildebrand and Synder all
broke the NCAC record lime of
25:38. Junior Rob Passmore
finished 37th.
"This is the best cross-
country team in Kenyon Col-
lege history," said Passomore.
"These Lords will go down in
the books as champions, their
feats will be the stuff of leg-
ends and their season's accom-
plishments the goal of every
team after them."
Gomez also walked out with
some hardware, capturing the
NCAC coach of the year award.
His Lords are now ranked
15th in NCAA Division III and
second in the Great Lakes reo
gion, behind only Calvin Col-
lege-ranked number 1 in the
nation.
The Ladies have moved up
to the top 10 in the Great Lakes
region.
Denison sinks Ladies volleyball
The Denison University Big Red ends the Kenyon Ladies
volleyball team's season in Tuesday night's playoff opener
BY PETE COLLIER
Staff Reporter
"
The 2000 season is over
for the Kenyon Ladies volley-
ball team.
The team lost to Denison
Tuesday night in the first
round of the NCAC tourna-
ment and was eliminated from
further play.
Denison, who swept all
six games the teams played in
their previous two matches this
year, came out strong and
never let up.
"Denison just played ex-
tremely well," said Kenyon
coach Jennie Bruening.
Senior captain and setter
Stephanie Goes agreed.
,
"I feel we played hard
[Tuesday} night," she said. But
the Big Red proved too strong.
"Everything that we put back
at them they blocked."
One explanation for
Kenyon's defeat could be the
untimely injuries suffered last
week by starters Lauren Camp
'03 and Sarah Wild '04.
The two played through
the pain on Tuesday, how-
ever; and Bruening did not
see their ailments as a decid-
ing factor.
"It hurt us to have play-
ers out last week," she com-
mented, "but everyone was
back for [Tuesday] night."
It was a disappointing fin-
ish for the Ladies, but there
were many bright spots on
this year's team.
Goes had a huge senior
season, racking up over 4,000
total assists for her Kenyon
career.
Camp, an outside hitter,
was third in the NCAC in
digs. Cori Arnold, another
sophomore, was fifth in
blocks.
Junior Karen Orr had an
impressive season, while
Wild led a strong core of
freshmen that look forward to
doing greater damage next
season.
''It is a great group of
people and an enjoyable
group to be around,"
Bruening said.
www2.kenyon.edu/orgs/collegian
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Fighting finish for
field hockey team
BY JAY HELMER
S!:aff Reporter
The Kenyon field hockey
team opened regional tournament
play Saturday against Undwood
College and came away with a 3·
1 victory.
I
Sophomore ErinMaturo,jun-
ior Mary Hill and sophomore
Maggie Rosenberg put the ball in
the cage for the Ladies.
Kenyon put the game away in
the second half, in which they
scored two of their goals.
"We came out a little flat at
the beginning, and I really think it
had to do with the 13 and a half
hour bus ride the day before and
we were being really cautious,"
said Maturo. "It's hard to explain,
we dido'. want to take any risks
because if we messed up we would
lose to a really bad team. We
pulled it together really nicely and
won."
In their second game of the
day, the Ladies faced off agliinst
the tournament's host team,
Rhodes College, hoping to avenge
a 2-11088 in the season's opening
game. Rhodes jumped to an early
2-D lead in the first half.
Kenyon struck back in the
second half, however, scoring two
quick goals by Hill and Maturo.
"We carne out so ready for the
second balfit was incredible," said
Maturo. "I can honestly say that
everyone was having tbe game of
their life. Mary scored first on a
beautiful reverse stick shot."
After another goal by Rhodes,
Rosenberg tied the game on a pass
from junior Sarah Longwell, a con-
vetted defender. With three min-
utes left the ladies scored again,
sealing the win.
After two wins Saturday,
Kenyon set up a Sunday match
against Oberlin, who had defeated
the Ladies twice already this sea-
son. The Ladies fell to 5-1.
"We just didn't have anything
left mentally or physically because
we had worked so hard to beat
Rhodes," said Maturo.
Freshman Sarah Evansscored
the lone Kenyon goal in the game.
The Ladies ended their season with
a 6-14 record, one more win than
last year's learn.
1'0 end with two wins this
weekend really meant a lot to ev-
eryone, including me," said Head
Coach Wendi Weimer: "We won
one more game than last year and
scored 10 more goals. This team
is becoming more and more com-
petitive every year."
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1:ords soccer team wins two games at finish-
The Kenyon College L6rds soccer team registers vi~tories over Urbana College and Hiram College
BY BRENDAN LYNAUGH
Sulf Reporter
The Men's soccer team un-
leashed their offense Tuesday in
a 6-2 win over Urbana College.
On a difficult and slippery
field,the Lords had initial trouble
getting focused against the fired
up boys from Urbana.
Missed passes and poor de-
cisiOlis led to several chances for
Urbana to score.
Key saves by sophomore Jer-
emy Bauman allowed Kenyon to
go into halftime leading 2-1.
In the second half the
Lord's began to find their
rhythm and their passing game
came to life.
Several combinations of
short passes led to an outbreak of
four goals that put the game
KC: It's the
isn't it?
nature of sport,
LG: It is the nature of the
sport, at the same time bow-
ever they are trying to clean up
rugby.
KC: 1 remember during the
Xavier game there was a mi-
nor brawl and a fan jumped
-into the fight.
LG: That probably shouldn't
happen anymore, in the effort
to clean up rugby unions and
'Next year come and see the Lords soccer team
whoop on anyone who steps in our way.'
-Nkulu Moyo '02
safely out of reach.
Josh Bauman '03 was the
leading point getter with three
assists to complement his one
goal. Junior mid fielder Nkulu
Moyo chipped in one goal and
one assist.
Also registering goals were
Charlie Rich '02, Tyler Perfect
'03, Jeremy Lavine '04 and Eric
Lehrman '04.
Freshman Peter Bumsted
assisted on Mayo's goal, while
senior captain Josh Montgomery
esslssed on Bauman's goal.
Last Saturday the Lords
went off the hill again to face
there is a governing body, and
is stuff like that happens we
w(in·'\·de-athtf tcfgamesorrers
etc. But yeah, even clean
rugby is very bard fought;
there are lots of little dirty
things. This team used to get
into brawls every game and it
was highly entertai.ning. It
used to basically be like
hockey. Hockey, there aren't
many fights anymore, but
they're still fights. Like Bowl-
ing Green was trying to injure
players. My ribs are still all
f···· .. up .... [Freshman]
Jamie Hawken, that was a
clean hit, but he blew out his
ankle against Bowling Green,
Jevon dislocated his thumb on
a dirty play. If stuff like that
happens than it wouldn't sur-
prise me if there was a fight,
but like that Pitt game was: a
very clean game. Those guys
are a bunch of professionals.
That's the way rugby'S going.
KC: I was told that your nick-
names are hilarious, not for
yourself, but the ones you give
Hiram college in the final.
game of the season. Again, the
field conditions were below
par which affected the Lords'
play.
"Given the type of soccer
we play, we have a hard time
when we have to play on some
of these rough fields, ~ said
Moyo.
The early part of the first
half was even, as hath teams
failed to capitalize on their op-
portunities.
Then, the passing game be-
.gan to click.
"Our midfield of Moyo,
[Bokhosibanke] MagaguJa ['04],
Lavine, and Bauman found their
rhythm and began to put passing
combinations together, while for-
wards Rich and Perfect were be-
ginning to create chances," said
Head Coach Des Lawless.
After squandering several
opportunities to open the scoring,
a corner kick by Moyo found
Bauman in the clear, and he un-
leashed a shot into the lower right
corner of the net. -
The Lords kept the pressure
up but were unable to put the
game away.
Then, in the last 15 minutes,
with Kenyon apparently content
to sit on their one goal lead,
Hiram began to create chances.
But a spectacular save by
Bauman allowed the Lords to
walk away with a 1..Q victory.
'But that's part of this team, this team is a frater-
nity. We eat together; we plan a number of extra-
curricular events outside of rugby. There is a good
bond on this team.'
-Ludi Ghesquiere'02
other players, are funny.
you explain?
. LG.: It's a little tradition for us,
when we send out the starters
lists every Thursday night, to
include nicknames for the start-
ers. I never give myself one. I
just can't do it. There have
been some memorable ones.
Most of them are unrepeatable.
That's the vein that they're in.
KC: Is there one clean one?
LG: There's gotta be
one ... [long pause]. .. no actu-
ally I don't think I can. But
that's part of this team, this
team is a fraternity. We eat to-
gether; we plan a number of ex-
Ca. tracurricular events outside of
rugby. There is a good bond on
this team.
KC: Where does next season
lead for you guys?
LG: This year was a rebuilding
year, our team is freshman and
sophomores now the bulk of it
and they're good too. The
backs are all juniors. I just
want to hang with these guys,
they all really seem to enjoy
rugby, and it's a really fun
sport. Mos~. of the plays we
tried to run this year were
pretty basic. We just want to
take this to the next level and
add another dimension to our
game we didn't playa lot of
shitty teams, in the spring we
playa lot of small school Ohio
teams we should whup up on
them. It should be a successful
season.
ADOPTING A cup»
Happily married couple
inour late twenties
awaiting the blessing of
our first child. Call
Michele and Les toll free:
)-866-443-8580.
Coach Lawless was satis-
fied with the result, calling it
"an excellent team performance
away from home."
But he wished the team
could have iced the game ear-
lier.
"If not for missed chances,
'>it could have been 4·5 goals
[for us] today," said Lawless.
The Lords ended their sea-
son on a high note, out scoring
their last two opponents 7-2.
They finished with a 4- 13
record.
"We were the only ones
who prevented ourselves from
succeeding this year, but when
you look at it, most of us are
pretty young. Give us lime,"
said sophomore Matt Cass.
Moyo predicted a huge im-
provement from next year's
squad.
"Next year come and see
the Lords soccer team whoop
on anyone who steps in our
way," said Moyo.
Coach Lawless was
proud of the character
shown by his young team,
t,'i,)mmt.'I\\;'Yag" ..... ;,\'i\ \\0& H'iSo\
half of the season bringing
little joy, it would of been
easy to lie down and die.
However the second half
~aw a marked improvement
in all all areas of our game
and every game became very
competitive. "
Most of the players on
this year's team will return.
, . : .
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BYLOGAN WINSTON
Staff Repotler
It was a windy day in Ada,
Ohio, and the Kenyon women's
rugby team blew their competi-
tion away. With a 29-0 win over
Ohio Northern University, the
Ladies had reason 10 celebrate.
-fheir record now stands at t-S-t.
"I was very proud of our
learn's performance on Saturday,"
said serum captain Sabrina
Dejesus '01. "We played real text-
book rugby, but most importantly,
we played as a team."
Kenyon owned the field
throughout the entire match. The
key 10 their game this weekend
was consistency. Their practices
prior to the match were highly fo-
cused on fundamentals and knowl-
edge of how to work with each
other. Their hard work paid off as
their serum won almost every ruck,
and their backs rapid (ired the ball
down the line with few dropped
passes.
Serum member Sarah Givens
'03 was the first Lady to score. She
powered her way into the try zone
after a long drive up field by an un-
stoppable Kenyon offensive surge.
Despite a powerful wind,
Alexis Braun '01 still managed to
kick the conversion points. This was
just the beginning of Kenyon's
dominance. Another serum mem-
ber, Andrea Sargent '02, seored
the second of Kenyon's tries.
Again, Braun completed the con-
version points and brought the
score to 14-0 at the half.
Even with the increased sub-
stitution of rookies, the team re-
mained aggressive.
When the second half started,
Kenyon brought the ball to Ohio
Northern's side and held it there
for most of the remainder of the
game. At one point, Kenyon was
dominating a ruck and the ball
made it out to the backs. Stephanie
Cutis '04 seized the ball and
bolted straight downfield.
A few opponents attempted
tackles but Cutts' stiff arms sent
them all tumbling. Cults seared
the team's third try of the game,
but a strong wind thwarted
Braun's conversion attempt.
Kenyon led 19-0.
Another freshman back,
Emily Rosenbaum, scored
Kenyon's next try. After winning
a ruck, the ball zipped down the
back line to Rosenbaum on the
wing. She sprinted a quick len
yards for the try. The wind blew
Braun's conversion wide of the
goal posts.
Scrum member Amy
Bukszpan '04 scored the last of
Kenyon's tries. The ball came out
of aeuck and Bukszpan took con-
troJ. She sprinted towards the goal
line where she was met by a snarl-
ing Ohio Northern defense.
After a lot of pushing from
both teams, a sandwiched
Bukszpan made it into the try zone.
Kenyon won, 29-0.
"It was a well played game
which Iattribute to a week of good,
strong and highly focused prac-
tices," said Braun."Kenyon
bumped their game up a nolch and
played the game they knew how to
play."
The Ladies are on the road Sat-
urday, hoping to spoil Oberlin's
parent's weekend when they tango
with the Yeowomen at 1:30 p.m.
With early forecasts of rain,
this match could be wei and wild.
Ohio Wesleyan tames Kenyon Lords football team by 8
The titans of the gridiron come close to winning two consecutive games, but can't score big in the end
BYMJKE INlANDER
Slaff Reporter
, In last week's triumph over
visiting Oberlin, Kenyon's de-
fense dominated, capturing
their first shut out of the year.
So, it was somewhat surprising
that Ohio Wesleyan moved the
bal l so easily in Saturday'S 35-
27 loss to the visiting Bishops.
OWU started the scoring
with a 10 play, 60-yard drive
for a touchdown, just minutes
into the game. However,
Kenyon" bounced back with
two consecutive touchdowns.
The play calling was
evenly distributed amongst the
ground and air, as the Lord's
offense pushed the ball up and
down the field.
Both of Kenyon's fist two
touchdowns were delivered on
starp strikes within the red-
zone from junior quarterback
Tony Miga.
The initial tying score was
thrown 10 Adam Partridge '03,
capping all 11 play 90 yard drive.
The next pass, to Andy Pillay
'02, also finished off a 90 yard
drive.
Kenyon's offense had clearly
shaken out any kinks, which had
been causing scoring droughts in
previous weeks.
But the Lord's defense was
having just as much trouble slow-
ing down the Bishop offense.
Ohio wesleyan promptly
marched right back down the
filed, tying the game on an 11
yard scamper by Dave Healy
'02.
Kenyon's resilient offense
scored again. Pillay grabbed his
second touchdown of the game
with a diving catch, as the Lords
retook Ihe lead, 21-14.
OWU then stormed right
back with another touchdown. A
seven-yard Bishop run by
Jimmy Kinch '01 tied the game
at 21 for halftime.
When the Lords reemerged
for the second half, a different
game was played. The offenses
that had been so dominating in
the first half suddenly had
trouble moving the ball.
Neither team was able to
put points on the board for the
third quarter.
Quarterback Miga had.
been able to keep the Bishops
Oil their heels iYl the first hAlf
by connecting on his passes
and scrambling for large
chunks of yardage.
In the third quarter, the pass-
ing game slowed down. This al-
lowed Ohio Wesleyan to key
more on the scrambling game.
The offensive effort ..
where not completely stymied.
Kenyon continued to contrib-
ute to their eventual total of
246 rushing yards. Yet the
rhythm of the Lords offense
was lost, and they were unable
to string together a long drive.
Meanwhile, Kenyon's de-
fense stepped u.P from their
first half form and also began
to shut down the opponents,
only. allowing one touchdown
pass three minutes into the
second half.
Then Kenyon drove the
length of the field and almost
scored again. Miga hit Par-
tridge with a crisp pass. As the
Kenyon tight-end was rum-
bling toward the end-zone, a
Bishop defender came tram
behind and punched the ball
out of Partridge's hands. The
ball bounced out the back of
the end-zone.
This fumble resulted in a
touchback and OWU regained
possession. It seemed as
though the game was probably
over, as a majority of the
fourth quarter had passed. But
only two plays later, the Lords
recovered the ball.
The offense was in prime
striking distance and intent on
tying the game. But Kenyon's
hopes were all but dashed when
a rushed throw by Miga was
picked off. OWU defensive
back Steve Siefert '03 took the
ball 89 yards the other way for
the winning score.
Despite being down by
fourteen points with only five
minUli, "maifliflg, K@flYOfl
continued to battle. Neil Hall
'03 caught a touchdown pass
from Miga.
Miga gained 109 yards on
the ground, in addition to his
242 yards and four touchdowns
through the air. Pillay recorded
his second straight seven catch
performance, and Hall added
97 yards rushing.
. Next Saturday Kenyon
plays its final home game of the
year versus Thiel College at
1:30 p.m.
Tony Miga '02 runs for daylight. Andrew Malone '01 and Josh Chapman '04 clean house. ChrissKCowan
